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1. INTRODUCTION

Among the many factors that have prompted and sustained inquiry in the

diverse fields of empirical science, two enduring human concerns have provided
the principal stimulus for man's scientific efforts.

One of them is of a practical nature. Man wants not only to survive in the

world, but also to improve his strategic position in it. This makes it important
for him to find reliable ways of foreseeing changes in his environment and, if
possible, controlling them tohis advantage. The formulation of laws and theories

that permit the prediction of future occurrences are among the proudest
achievements of ernpirical science; and the extent to which they answer man's

quest for foresight and control is indicated by the vast scope of their prectical
applications, which range from astronomic predictions to meteorological,
demographic, and economic forecasts, and from physico-chemical and biological
technology to psychological and social control.

The second basic motive for man's scientific quest is independent of such

practical concerns; it lies in his sheer intellectual curiosity, in his deep and per-
sistent desire to know and to understand himself and his world. So strong, indeed,

is this urge that in the absence of more reliable knowledge, myths are often
invoked to {rl1 the gap. But in time, many such myths give way to scientific
conceptions of the what and the why of empirical phenomena.

What is the nature of the explanations empirical science can provideI What
understanding of ernpirical phenomena do they convey? This essay attempts to
shed light on these questions by examining in some detail the form and the

function of some of the rnajor types of explanatory accorlnt that have been

advanced in different areas of empirical science.

The terms 'empirical science' and 'scientilic explanation' rvill here be under-
stood to reGr to the entire field of empirical inquin, including the natural and

the social sciences as u-ell as historical research. This broad use of rhe lrro rerms

is not intended to prejudge the quesrion of the logical and nr,--rhodological

following articles:

"Deductive-Nornological vs. Statisticrl Expl:n:tic:."."1:: i.:.: S::,.j:.'-. rrr rhe Philosophy

of Science, Vol. III, edited by Herbert Feigl rnd G;..r'.': \i=::.,.:-.. U:::r'i'rsrrv of l\[innesota

Prcss, Minneapolis. Copyright 1962 by the Unir'.-r:itr' . :' -\1:::::r-r..t:.-E\ccrpts reprinted
by permission of the publisher.

"Explanation in Science and in History," R. Colc.Jn\- 1-1, Fr. '::irr-. oJ Sciente ,utd Philosophy,

Pittsburgh: lJniversity ofPittsburgh Press, 19(,2; pp. 9-33. Erccrpts reprintcd by pernrission
of the publisher.

"Rational Action," from Proceedings dnd -Ad,lrt:se: ,._i ilte Anerkar Plilosophical Asso-

ciotion, Yol.35 (1961-62), pp. 5-23. Yellow Springs, Ohio: The Antioch Press, 1962. Ex-
cerpts reprinted by pcrmission of the Arnerican Philosophical Association.
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similarities and differences between different areas of empirical inquiry, except
for indicating that the procedures used in those differentl..r, *ili be taken to
conform to certain basic standards ofobjectivity. According to these standards,
hypotheses and theories-.including those invoked fo. .*pl"narory purposes-
must be capable of test by reference to publicry ascertainabre .rii.r.., *d
their acceptance is always subject to the proviso that they may have to be
abandoned if adverse evidence or more adequate hypoth.se, or theories should
be found.

A scientific explanation may be regarded as an answer to a why-question,
such as: ''why do the planets move in elliptical orbits with rhe sun 

", 
or. fo.rr r',

''why does the moon look much larger when it is near the horizon than when
it is high in the sky;', 'why did the television apparatus on Ranger vI fail;,,
'.why are children of blue-eyed parents always br.r.-ey.d;', 'wliy did Hitler
go to war against Russiar'. There are other modes of formulating what we
will call explanatiort-seeking q,testio/,s.. we might ask what caused"the failure
of the television apparatus on Ranger vI, or what led Hitler to his fateful
decision. But a why-question always provides an adequare, if perhaps some-
times awkward, standard phrasing.

Sometimes the subject matter of an explanation, or the explanandum, is
indicated by a noun, as when we ask for an explanation of the ,.r.o* borealis.
It is important to realize that this kind of phrasing has a clear meaning only in
so far as it can be restated in ternrs of why-questions. Thus, in the context of
an explanation, the aurora borealis must be taken to be characteri zed,by certain
distinctive general featr-rres, each of them describable by a that-clause, for
example: that it is normally found only in fairly high northern latitudes; that
it occurs intermittentlyi that sunspot maxirna, with their eleven-year cycle,
are regularly accompanied by maxima in the frequency and brightness of
aurora borealis displays; that an arlrora shows characteristic spectral liies of rare
atmospheric gases, and so on. And to ask for an explanation of th. aurora borealis
is to request an explanatio n of why auroral displays occur in the fashion indicated
and why they have physical characeristics such as those just mentionecl. Indeed,
reqlrests for an explanation of the allrora borealis, of the tides, of solar eclipses
in general or of so,re individral solar eclipse in particular, orof a given influenza
epidemic, and the like have a clear ,reaning only if it is unlerstoocl what
aspects of the phenolrlenon in question are to be explained; and in that case the
explanatory proble.r can again be expressed in the form ''why is it the case
that pi, 

_where 
thc piace of 'p' is occupied by an e,rpirical sratement specifying

the explanandum. Q*estions of this type will be called explat ation-srikitig
why-questior.ts.

Not all why-q,estions call for explanatio,s, however. Some of them solicit
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reasons in support of an assertion. Thus, statements such as 'Hurricane Deliia
will veer out into the Atlantic', 'He must have died of a heart attack', 'Plato

would have disliked Stravinsky's music' might be met with the qr-restion'Why
should this be sol', which seeks to elicit, not an explanation, but evidence or
grotinds or reasons in support of the given assertion. Questions of this kind
will be called reason-seekhrg or epistertic. To put them into the form ''Why

should it be the case that p;'is misleading; their intent is more adequatelr-

conveyed by a phrasing such as ''Why shouid it be believedrhat pi or 'What

reasons are there for believing that p ?' .

An explanation-seeking why-question norrnally presupposes that the

statelnent occupying the place of 'p' is true, and asks for an explanation of the

presurnptive fact, event, or state of affairs described by it; an epistcnic why-
qlrestion does not presLlpposc the truth of the corresponding statell1ent, but on

the contrary, solicits reasons for believing it trne. An appropriate answer to thc

former will therefore offer an explanation of a presumptive ernpirical phenorn-

enon; whereas an appropriate answer to the later wiil offer validating or
justifying grounds in support of a staternent. Despite these differences in pre-

suppositions and objectives, there are also important connections bctween the

two kinds of question; in particular, as will be argued later (in sections 2.4

and 3.5), any adequate answer to an explanation-seeking qtlestion ''Why is it
the case that pi must also provide a potential answer to the corresponding

epistemic qLlestioll 'What grounds arc there for believing that p?'

In the discussion that follows, I will first distinguish two basic types of
scientific explanation, deductive-nomological and inductive-statistical, each

characterized by a schematic "model"; and I will examine certain logical

and r.ncthodological qucstions to s,hich these rnodels give rise, including a

number of objections rhat har-c beetr raiscd against thenr. Follos-ing this, I
proposc to asscss thc siqnilrcance and adequacr- of the basic conccPtiolts in-
herent in thosc models bv cxprl1.pil1g the cst.'nt to s'hich the' can scrvc to

analyze the structurc and to illtrnrinrrc rh.' raric.nalc .,i dill-crent kinds of
explanation offered in empirical scienc.-.

2. DEDUCTIVE-NOMOLOGICAL EXPLA\.\TIO\

21. FuNpalmNTALS: D-N ExpraNArro\ A\D rHE co\cEpr or Law. In his

book, How l4/c Thhrk,r John Dcwe1, dcscribe's a phcnorncnon he observed one

day while washing dishes. Having rer.nor-cd sorirc glass turnblers from the hot
suds and placed them upside do'wn ou a plate, he noticed that soap bubbles

emerged fronr nnder the tumblcr's rims, grcl' for a s,hile, canle to a standstill

1. Dewey (1910), chap. VI.
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and finaily receded into the turnblers. Why did this happenr Dewey outlines

an explanation to this effect: Transferring the tumblers to the plate, he had

trapped cool air in them; that air was gradually warmed by the glass, which
initially hadthe temperatLire of the hot suds. This 1ed to an increase in the

volurne of the trapped air, and thus to an expansion of the soap film that had
formed between the plate and the tumblers' rims. But gradually, the glass

cooled ofl and so did the air inside, and as a result, the soap bubbles receded.

The cxplanation here outlined may be regarded as an argllment to the

effect that the phcnonrcnon to be explained, the explarmrtdunr phuronrcrrcn, was

to be expected in virtuc of certain cxplanatory facts. These fall into two groups:
(i) particular facts and 1ii) uniforrnitics expressible by means of general laws.

The first group incluc'lcs facts such as these: thc tumblcrs had been imnrersed
in soap suds of a rcrllperature considerably higher than that of thc surrounding
air; thcr- $'L'rc frtrt. upside dowl, o1 a plate on which a puddle of soapy watcr
had fonucd rhar p,rovided a conllccting soap film, and so on. The second group

of explanatorv facts u-ould bc expressed by the gas laws and by various other
las-s conccnring the exchangc of heat between bodies of different temper-
ature. the elastic behavior of soap bubbles, and so on. While sorne of these

lan's arc onlv hintcd at bv such phrasings as 'the warming of the trapped air

led ro an incrt-asc in irs pressr.rrc', and othcrs are not rcferred to even in this

oblique iashion. ther- are clcarlr-prcsupposed in the claim that certain stagcs

in the process vieldcd othcrs as thcir rcsr-rlts. If u,e imagine the varior-rs explicit
or tacit explanatorv assrlnrptiolls to be fully stated, then the explanation lnay
be conceived as a deductive argunlent of the form

C, Cr,. - ., Cr 
I
i Explanans S

Lr,Lr,..,,L, )(D.N)

E Explanandum-sentence

Here, Cr, Cr,... , C* are sentcnces describing the particular facts invoked;
l., Lr,- . . , L, arc the gencral laws on which thc explanatiou rests. Jointly these

sentences will be said to fornr the cxpliltatts S, whcrc S may bc thought of
alternatively as the set of the cxplanatory serltenccs or as their conjunction.

The concltrsion E o[ thc argunrcnt is a scntcncc dcscribing thc cxplanandum-

phenomenon; I will call E the cxplanandum-sentence or cxplanandum-

statement; the word 'explanandum' alone will be used to refer either to the

explanandum-phenomcnon or to the cxplauandnm-sentcllce: the context will
show which is meant.

The kind of explanation whose logical structure is sr.rggested by the schema
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(D-N) will be called deductiue-nontological explanation or D-N explauation for
short; for it effects a deductive stibsurnption of the explanandunr under princi-
ples that have the character of general laws. Thus a D-N explanation answers

the question'Why did the explanandum-phenornenon occLlr?' by showing that
the phenomenon restilted from certain particular circuuutances, specified in
Cr, C r, . . ., C k,in accordance with the laws Lb Lz, . . ., L,. By pointing this out,
the argument shows that, given the particular circumstances and the laws in
question, the occurrence of the phenomenon was to be expected; and it is in this

sense that the explanation enables ts to understand why the phenomenon oc-
cr-rrred.2

In a D-N explanation, then, the explanandum is a logical consequence of
thc explanans. Fnrthermore, reliance on general laws is essential to a D-N
explanation; ic is in virtue of such laws that the particular facts cited in the

explanans possess explanatory relevance to the explanandtrm phenomenon.
Thus, in the case of Dewey's soap bubbles, the gradual warming of the cool air
trapped under the hot tumblers would constitute a mere accidental antecedent

rather than an explanatory factor for the growth of the bubbles, if it were not
for the gas laws, which connect the two events. But what if the explanandum
sentence E in an argument of the form (D-N) is a logical consequence of the

sentences Cr,Cr,..., Ck alone; Then, sllrely, no empirical laws are required

to deduce E from the explanans; and any laws incl.rded in the latter are gratui-
totls, dispensable prcmises. Quite so; but in this case, the argument would not
corlnt as an explanation. For example, the argument:

The soap bubbles first expanded and then receded

The soap bubbles first expanded

2. A general conception of scientific explanation as involving a deductive subsur:rption
ulder general laws was espoused, though not always clearly stated, by various thinl<ers

in the past, and has been advocated by sevcral recent or contemporar.\ s'rirers, among them
N. R. Campbell [(1920), (1921)], u.ho devcioped the idea in considerable detril. In a text-
book pnblished in 1934, the conception sas concisclv stated as iollorvs: "Scic'ntific explan-
ation consists in subsuning under some rule or las rvhich erpresses an invrriant character

of a group of events, the particuler evcr)ts it is said to esplain. Larvs thenrseives may be

explained, and in the same nranner, bl shos-ine that thel- are conlequences of more com-
prehensive theorics." (Cohen and Nagcl 193-1. p. 397.r Poppc'r has set forth this construal
of cxplanation in several of his publications: rf. thc note at thc'c'nd of scction 3 in Hempel
and Oppenheim (1948). His earliest statenrcnt appcars in scction 12 ofhis book (1935), of
which his work (1959) is an expanded English ver:ir-.n. His book (1962) contains further
observations on scientific explanation. For somc addrtional refcrences to other proponents
of the gencral idea, see Donagan (1957), footnotc 2; Scriven (1959), footnote 3. However,
as will be shown in section 3, deductive subsunrption rrnder gcneral lau's does not constitute
thc only forrn of scientific cxplanation.
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though deductively valid, clearly cannot qualify as an explanation of why
the bubbles first expanded. The same remark applies to all other cases of'this
kind. A D-N explanation will have to contain, in its explanans, some general

laws that are requircd for the deduction of the explanandum, i.e. whose deletion

would make the argument invalid.
If the explanans of a given D-N explanation is true, i.e. if the conjunction

of its constituent sentences is true, we will call the explanation true; e true
explanation, of course, has a true explanandum as well. Next, let us call a
D-N explanation more or less strongly supported or confirmed by a given body of
evidence according as its explanans is more or less strongly con{irmed by the

given evidence. (One factor to be considered in appraising the empirical
soundness of a given explanation will be the extent to which its explanans is

supported by the total relevant evidence available.) Finally, by a potential D-N
explauation, let us understand any argument that has the character of a D-N
explanation except that the sentences constituting its explanans need not be

true. In a potential D-N explanation, therefore, Lr, Lr,..,, L, will be what
Goodman has called laulike setltefices, i.e. sentences that are like laws except

for possibly being false. Sentences of this kind will also be referred to as nornic

or nomologica/. 'W'e use the notion of a potential explanation, for example,

when we ask whether a novel and as yet untested law or theory would provide
an explanation for some empirical phenomenon; or when we say that the

phlogiston theory, though now discarded, afforded an explanation for certain

aspects of combustion.s Strictly speaking, only true lawlike statements can

collnt as laws-one would hardly want to speak of false laws of nature. But
for convenience I will occasionally use the term 'law' without implying that

the sentence in question is true, as in fact, I have done already in the preceding

sentence.

The characterization of laws as true lawlike sentences raises the important
and intriguing problem of giving a clear characterizetion of ]awlike sentences

without, in turn, using the concept of law. This problem has proved to be

higldy recalcitrant, and I will rnake here only a few observations on certain

aspects of it that are relevant also to the analysis of scientific explanation.

Lawlike sentences can have many different logical forms. Some paradigms

of nomic sententes, such as 'All gases expand whcn hEated under constant

pressure' may be construed as having the simple ttniversal conditional form
'(x)(Fx =Gx)'; 

others involve universal as wcll as existential generalization,

3. TheexplanatoryrolcofthephlogistontheoryisdescribedinConant(1951),pp.76+71.
The concept of potential explanation was introduced in Hempel and Oppenheim (1948),

section 7. The concept of larvlike selltcllce, in the sensc here indicated, is due to Goodman
(1e47).
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as does the sentence 'For every chemical compound there exists a range of
temperatures and pressures at which the compound is liquid'; many of the

lawlike sentences and theoretical principles of the physical sciences assert more

or less complex mathematical relationships between different quantitative

variables.a

But lawlike sentences cannot be characterized in terms of their form alone.

For example, not all sentences of the simple universal conditional form just

mentioned are lawlike; hence, even if true, they are not laws. The sentences

'All members of the Greenbury School Board for.1964 are bald' and 'A11 pears

in this basket are sweet' illustrate this point. Goodman5 has pointed out a

characteristic that distinguishes laws from such nonlaws: The former can,

whereas the latter cannot, sustain connterfactual and subjunctive conditional
statements. Thus the law about the expansion of gases can serve to suPPort

staternents such as 'If the oxygen in this cylinder had tieen heated (were heated)

under constant pressure then it would have expanded (wouid expand)'; whereas

the statement about the School Board lends no support at all to the subjunctive

conditional 'If Robert Crocker were a member of the Greenbury School

Board for 1964 then he would be bald'.
'W'e might add that the two kinds of sentence differ analogously in explan-

atory power. The gas law, in cornbination with suitable particular data, such

as that the oxygen in the cylinder was heated under constant Pressure, can

serve to explain why the volume of the gas increascd; but the statement about

the School Board, analogously combined with a statement such as 'Harry

Smith is a member of the Greenbury School Board for 1964' cannot explain

why Harry Smith is bald.
But though these observations shed light on the concept of lawlikeness

they afford no satisfactory explication of it; for one of them presupposes an

understanding of counterfactual and of subjunctive conditional statements,

which present notorious philosophical difiiculries; the other nrakes use of the

idea of explanation to clarify the conccpr of a larvlike statement; and rve are

4. Fain (1963), p. 524, strangely claims that "He mpel and Oppc-nheinr tiiled to consider"

(in their esay, 1948) "generalizations that are basicallv ofthe tornr (r, (3)-) Pxy". But in
section 7 of the essay in question, we specifically admitred Ias's and theories of any of the

quantificational types expressible in the lower functional calculus, and rve required that

they be essentially generalized sentences containing "one or nrore quantifiers." Similarly,
when Scriven speaks of "the deductive model, u'ith its slllogistic form, where no student

of elernentary logic could fail to cornpiete the inference, given the premise" (1959, p. 462),

he imposes upon the model an entirely unwarranted oversimplified construal; for the scherna

(D-N) clearly allows for the use of highly complex general lau's of the kind specified in the text
above; and where these occur in the explanans, the explanandum cannot, of course, be

deduced by syllogistic methods.

5. Goodman (i955), p. 25; for certain qualifications, {. ibid., p.118.
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here trying conversely to characterize a certain type of explanation with the
help of concepts which include that of lawlike statement.

Now, our examples of non-lawlike sentences share a characteristic that
might seem to afford a criterion for the distinction we seek to draw; namely,
each of them applies to onJy a finite number of individual cases or insrances.

Must not a general law be conceived as admitting of indefinitely many in-
stances ?

Surely a lawlike sentence must not be logically limited to a finite number of
instances: it must not be logically equivalent to a {inite conjunction of singular
sentences, or, briefly, it must be o{ essentially generalized form. T}rus, the sentence
'Every element of the class consisting of the objects a, b, and c has the property
P'is not lawlike; for it is logically equivalent to the conjunctiot'Pa. Pb. Pc',

and clearly a sentence of this kind cannot srlpport counterfactual conditionals
or provide explanations.G

But our two earlier nonlawlike generalizations are not ruled out by this

condition: they are not logically equivalent to corresponding {inite conjunc-
tions since they do not state speci{ically who are the members of the School
Board, or what particular pears are in the basket. Should we, then, deny
lawlike status also to any general sentence which-by empirical accident, so to
speak-has only a finite number of instances; This would surely be ill-advised.
Suppose, for example, that from the basic laws of celestial mechanics a general

statement is derived concerning the relative motion of the components of a
double star in the special case where those components are of exactly equal
mass. Is this statement to be termed a law only if it has been established that
there exist at least two (or perhaps more) instances of this special kind of double
star? Or consider the general statement, derivable from Newton's laws of
gravitation and of motion, which deals, in a manner similar to Galileo's law,
with the free fall of physical bodies near the surface of a spherical mass having
the same density as the Earth, but twice its radius. Should this starement nor
be called a law unless it had been shown to have several instances-even though
it is a logical consequence of a set of laws with many instances ?

6. In such teferences to "the form" of a sentence, there lurks another diflicul.ty: that form is
clearly determined only' if the sentence is expressed in a formalized language. An English
sentence such as 'This object is soluble in water' may be construed as a singular sentence
of the form 'Pa', brt alternatively also as a sentence of generalized forrn stating that if at
any time the object is put into any (sufiiciently large) body of water, it will dissolve. (This
will be elaborated further in section 2.3.1-) Our remark about a sentence of the form 'For all
x, if x is a, b; ot c, then x has property P' might be stated more circumspectly by saying

that that kind of sentence is not a 1aw itt terms of P; it cannot serve to explein the occur-
rence ofPin any particular case; nor can it support counterfactual or subjunctive conditionals
about particular occurrences ofP.
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Besides, there appears to be only an inessential "difference in degree"
between a general statement that happens to have just one instance and another
which happens to have two or some other finite number. But, then, how many
instances would a law be required to have; To insist on some particr-riar finite
number would be arbitrary; and the requirement of an infinite number of
actttal instances would raise obvions di{liculties. Clearly, the concept of scientilic
law cannot reasonably be subjected to any condition concerning the number
of instances, except for the req,iremenr barring iogical equivalence with
singular statements.

Besides, we should note that the concept, presupposed in the preceding
disc*ssion, of a "case" or an "instancc" of a general statement is by no means
as clear as it might seem. consider, for example, general statenlents of the form,
'A11 objects with the properry F also have the property G', or briefly 'A11 F
are G'. It seems natural to accept thc criterion that a particular object i is an
instance of such a staternenr if a.d only if i has the property F and the property
G, or briefly, if i is both F and G. This would i.rply that if there are no objects
with the property F at all, the general sratelnenr has no instances. Yet, the
statement is logically eqr-rivalent with'A11 non-G are non-F', which, under the
contemplated criterion, may weil have insrances even if there are no F. Thus,
the general statemcnt, 'A11 unicorns Ged on clover' would have no instance,
but its eqrivalent 'Anything that does not fced on clover is not a tinicorn'
would have many-pcrhaps infinitely rnany-instances. An analogous remark
rnight well bc trr,re of the law mentioned earlier concerning double stars whose
colllponents have equal mass. Hence, the contemplated criterion ofinstantiation,
which see,rs qr-rite obvious at first, has the consequence that of two logically
equivalent general statelnents, one may have no instances, the other, inlinitely
many. Bttt this makes the criterion unacceptable since such equivalent sentences
express the sarne law and thus should be instantiated by the same objects.

For laws of the simple kind just considered, the following alrernative
definition of instantiation will sullice to assign the same insrances ro equivalent
statements; an object i is an instance of the srarenlenr'All -F are G' if and only
if it is not the case that i is F but not G. Horvever, for larvs of more cornplex
logical forin, the concept of instance raises further probler:rs.? But these

7. These difiicultics conccrning the intrlitive idea ofinstantiation ofa general law are closely
rehted to the paradoxes ofconfir,ration set forth in Henrpcl (19-+5). The inadequacy ofthe
itritially contcnrplatcd intuitive criterion is further illustrrted by the lollowing consequence:
Thc scrltence 'All F are c' is logically cquivalent to 'Anythi.g that is F but not c is both
C and not C' ; alrd on the critcrion in question, this scntence clearly cannot have anyinstances-
cvcn if 'All F ere G' is truc and is instantiated by infinitely many objects that are both F and G.
Our ntodified criterion ofinstantiation avoids this dificnlty: thc scts ofinstances, thus construed,
of auy two logically cquivalcnt univcrsally quentificd scntences in one variable are identical.
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need not be pursued here, for I am not proposing that a law must satisfy certain

minimum conclitions concerning the number of its instances.

There is yet another conlrnon trait of our non-lawlike generalizations that

seems to hold promise as a criterion for the distinction here under discussion:

they contain terms, such as 'this basket' and 'the Greenbury School Board for
1964', which directly or indirectly refer to particular objects, persons, or places;

whereas the terms occurring in Newton's laws or in the gas laws involve no

such reference. In an earlier article on the subject, Oppcnheim and I sr.rggested,

therefore, that the constitrlent predicates of what we called fundamental law-
like sentences must a1l be such that the specification of their meaning requires

no reference to any one partictllar object or location.s 'We noted, however,

that this characterrzation still is not satisfactory for purposes of explication

becanse the idea of "the meaning" of a givcn term is itself far from being clear.

Besides, reference to particlllar individuals does not always deprive a

general statement of explanatory power, as is illustrated by Galileo's law for
free fall, whose full formulation rnakes reference to the earth. Now it is true

that, with qualifications soon to be stated, Galileo's law may be regarded as

derivable from the laws of Newtonian theory, which have the character of
fundamental lawlike sentences, so that an explanation based on Galileo's law

can also be effected by means of fundamental laws. But it certainly cannot tre

taken for granted that all other laws nlentioning particlllar individuals can

sirnilarly be derived frorn fundamental laws.

Goodrnan, in a searching exploration of the concept of law, has argued

that, in contrast to non-lawlikc generalizations, lawlike sentences are capable

of being sr.rpported by observed instances and hence of being "projected" from
exarnined to unexamined cases; and he has argued further that the relative

"projectibiltiy" of generalizations is determined primarily by the relative

"entrenchment" of their constituent predicates, i.e. by the extent to which

those predicates have been used in prcviously projected generalizations.e Thtts,

terrns, like'member of the Greenbury School Board for 1964' and 'pear in this

basket' would be disqualified, for the ptlrposes of formulating lawlike sentences,

on the ground that they lack adequate entrenchment.

8. Henpel and Oppenheim (1948), section 6. "Spccification ol nrcaning" might be

conceived as effected by definition or pcrhaps by wcaker tueans, such as Carnap's reduction

sentenccs. See Carnap (1938) and, for nord dctrils, (193(>37). The distilrction thus attempted

betwcen those terrus which in some way reGr to plrticular individuals and those which do

not is ck;scly akin to thc distinction nradc by Popper, in scction 14 of (1935) and (1959),

between individual concepts, "in the dcfinition ofwhich propcr nrl)les (or cquivalcnt signs)

are indispensable," and uuivcrsal couccpts, for which this is not thc crsc.

9. For dctails, and for furthcr considcr;rtions that affcct projcctibility, sce Goodnrau

(1955), espccially chapters III end IV.
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But while Goodman's criterion thus succeeds in barring from the class of
lawlike sentences such generalizations as our two examples, the class of lawlike
sentences it delimits still seems too inclusive for our pLlrposes. For according

to Goodman, the "entrenchrnent of a predicate results from the actual pro-
jection not merely of that predicate alone but also of all predicates coextensive

with it. In a sense, not the word itself but the class it selects is what becomes

entrenched. . ."10 Hence, replacing a predicate in a lawlike sentence by a

coextensive one should yield a lawlike sentence again. Is this generally the

caser Snppose that the hypothesis h: '(x)(Px=Qry)' fo lawlike, but that as a

matter of empirical fact there happen to be just three elements in the class

selected by'P', namely a, b,aod c. Then'Pr'is coextensive with 'x : A v
x : b v x : c.' Replaccment of 'Px' by this expression, however, turns & into the

sentence '(x)[(x:a v x:bvr:r) = Qx]', which, being logically equivalent

with 'Qa ' QL ' Qc', is not lawlike on our understanding that a lawlike sentence

must be of essentially generalized form, so as to be able to serve in an explan-

atory role. Our conccl.rtion of lawlikcness diffcrs at this point from that en-

visagcd by Goodman, who introduces the notion principally in an effort
to cstablish a dividing line betwecn sentences that are confirmable by their
instances and those that are not.ll It may not be necessary to require of the

foruer drat they be of essentially general fonn, and Goodman does not impose

this requiremclrt on lawlikc sentcnccs. For laws, however, that are to function
in an explanatory capacity, the requirenent seems to me indispensabie.

Though the preceding discussion has not led to a fully satisfactory general

characterization of lawlike sentences and thus of laws, it will, I hope, have

clarified to some extent the scnse in which those concepts will be understood
in the present study.12

The examples we have considered so far illustrate the dcductive explanation

of particular occrlrrences by means of empirical laws. But empirical science

raises the question "Why:" also in regard to the uniformities expressed by
such laws and often answers it, again, by means of a deductive-nomological

explanation, in which thc uniformity in qr,restion is subsumed under more

inclusive laws or under theoretical principles. For exampie, the questions of
why freely falling bodies move in accordance with Galileo's law and why the

motion of the planets exhibit the uniformities expressed by Kepler's laws are

answered by showing that these laws are but special conselluences of the

Newtonian laws of gravitation and of motion. Similarly, the uniformities

10. Goodrnan (1955), pp. 95-96.

11. On this distinction, see the Postscript to the article " Studies in the Logic of Confirm-
ation" in this volume.

12. For further discussions of the problems here referred to see Braithwaite (1953), chap.

IX and Nagel (1961), chap. 4.
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expressed by the laws of geometrical optics, such as those of the rectilinear

propagation of light and of reflection and refraction, are accounted for by

subsumption under the principles of wave optics. For brevity, an explanation

of a uniformity expressed by a law will sometimes be elliptically referred to as

an explantion of the law in question.

It should be noted, however, that in the illustrations just mentioned, the

theory invoked does not, strictly speaking, imply the PresumPtive general laws

to be explained; rather, it implies that those laws hold only within a limited
range, and even there, only approximately. Thus, Newton's law of gravitation
implies that the acceleration of a freely falling body is not constant, as Galileo's

law asserts, but undergoes a very slight but steady increase as the body ap-

proaches the ground. But while, strictly speaking, Newton's law contradicts

Galileo's, it shows that the latter is almost exactly satisfied in free fall over

short distances. In slightly greater detail, we might say that the Newtonian

theory of gravitation and of motion implies its own laws concerning free

fall under various circumstances. According to one of these, the acceleration

of a small object falling freely toward a homogeneous spherical body varies

inversely as the square of its distance from the center of the sphere, and thus

increases in the course of the fall; and the uniformiry expressed by this law is

explained in a strictly deductive sense by the Newtonian theory. But when

conjoined with the assumption that the earth is a homogeneous sphere of
specified mass and radius, the law in question implies that for free fali over short

distances near the surface of the earth, Galileo's law holds to a high degree of
approximation; in this sense, the theory might be said to provide an approxi-

matiue D-N explanation of Galileo's law.

Again, in the case of planetary motion, the Newtonian theory implies

that since a planet is subject to gravitational attraction not only from the Sun,

but also from the other planets, its orbit will not be exactly elliptical, but will
show certain perturbarions. Hence, as Dtthemr3 noted, Newton's law of gravi-

tation, far from being an inductive generalization based on Kepler's laws, is,

strictly speaking, incompatible with them. One of its imPortant credentials

is precisely the fact that it enables the astronomer to comPute the deviations

of the planets from the elliptic orbits Kepler had assigned to them.

A similar relation obtains between the principles of wave optics and the

laws of geometrical optics. For example, the former calls for a diffractive
"bending" of light around obstacles-a phenomenon ruled out by the con-

13. See Duhem (1906), pp. 312 ff. Duhem's remarks on this subject are included in
those excerpts from P. P. Wiener's translation of Duhem's work that are reprinted in Feigl

and Brodbeck (1953). The point has recently been re-emphasized by severai writers, anr.ong

them Popper (1957a), pp. 29-34, ard Feyerabend (1962), pp. a6'48.
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ception of light as composed of rays traveling in straight lines. But in analogy

to the preceding illustration, the wave-theoretical account implies that the

laws of recdlinear propagation, of refection, and of refraction as formulated
in geometrical optics are sadsfied to a very high degree of approximation
within a limited range of cases, including those which provided experimental

support for the laws in their original formulation.
In general, an explanation based on theoretical principles will both broaden

and deepen our understanding of the empirical phenomena concerned. It will
achieve an increase in breadth because the theory will usually cover a wider
range of occurrences than do the empirical laws previously established. For

example, Newton's theory of gravitation and of motion governs free fall not
only on the earth, but also on other celestial bodies; and not only planetary

motions, but also the relative motion of double stars, the orbits of comets and

of ardficial satellites, the movements of pendulums, iertain aspects of the tides,

and many other phenomena. And a theoretical explanation deepens our under-

standing for at least two reasons. First, it reveals the different regularities ex-

hibited by a variety of phenomena, such as those just mentioned in reference

to Newton's theory, as manifestations of a few basic laws. Secondly, as we
noted, the generalizations previously accepted as correct statements of empirical

regularities will usually appear as approximations only of certain lawlike
statements implied by the explanatory theory, and to be very nearly satisfied

only within a certain limited range. And in so far as tests of the laws in their
earlier formulation were confined to cases in that range, the theoretical account

also indicates why those laws, though not generally true, should have been

found confirmed.
When a scientific theory is superseded by another in the sense in which

classical mechanics and electrodynamics were slrperseded by the special theory
of relativity, then the succeeding theory will generally have a wider explanatory

range, including phenomena the earlier theory could not account for; and it
will as a rule provide approximative explanations for the empirical laws implied
by its predecessor. Thus, special relativity theory implies that the laws of the

classical theory are very nearly satisfied in cases involving motion only at

velocities which are small compared to that of light.
The general conception of explanation by deductive subsumption under

general laws or theoretical principles, as it has been outlined in this secrion,

will be called the deductiue nomological-model, or the D-N model of explanationl

the laws invoked in such an explanation will also be referred to, in William
Dray's suggestive phrase, as couering laws.la lJnTlke Dray, however, I will not

14. For Dray's use of the terms 'covering law' and 'covering law model', see Dray
(1957), and also (1963), p. 106.
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refer to the D-N model as the covering-law model, for I will subsequently

introduce a second basic model of scientific explanation which also relies on

covering laws, but which is not of deductive-nomological form. The term
'covering-law model' wiil then serve to refer to both of those models.

As the schema (D-N) plainly indicates, a deductive-nomological explanation

is not conceived as invoking only one covering law; and our illustrations show

how indeed many different laws may be invoked in explaining one phenomenon.

A purely logical point should be noted here, however. If an explanation is of
the form (D-N), then the laws Lr, Lr, . . .,1, invoked in its explanans logically
imply a law l* which by itself would suflice to explain the explanandumevent

by reference to the particular conditions noted in the sentences Cr, Cr, . . . , Co.

This law l* is to the effect that whenever conditions of the kind described

in the sentences Q, Cr, . . . , Cr are rcalized then an event of the kind described

by the explanandum-sentence occtlrs.ls Consider an example: A chtrnk of
ice foats in a large beaker of water at room temperature. Since the ice extends

above the surface, one might expect the water level to rise as the ice melts;

actually, it remains unchanged. Briefly, this can be explained as follows : Accord-
ing to Archimedes' principle, a solid body foating in a liquid displaces a volume
of liquid that has the same weight as the body itself. Hence, the chunk of ice has

the same weight as the water displaced by its submerged portion. Since melting

does not change the weight, the ice turns into a mass of water of the same weight,
and hence also of the same volume, as the water initially displaced by its sub-

merged portion; conseqllently, the water level remains unchanged. The laws

on which this account is based inch-rde Archimedes' principle, a law concerning

the melting of ice at room temperature; the principle of the conservation of
mass; and so on. None of these laws mentions the particular glass of water or
the particular piece of ice with which the explanation is concerned. Hence the

laws imply not only that as this particular piece of ice melts in this particular

glass, the water level remains unchanged, but rather the general statement L*
that under the same kltd of circumstance, i.e., when any piece of ice floats

in water in any glass at room temperature, the same klnd of phenomenon

will occur, i.e., the water level will remain unchanged. The law L* will usually

be "weaker" than the laws lr, Lr,.. ., L,; i.e., while being logically implied
by the conjunction of those laws, it will not, in general, imply that conjunction.

Thus, in our illustration one of the original explanatory laws applies also to
the foating of a piece of marble on mercury or of a boat on water, whereas

L* deals only with the case of ice foating on water. But clearly, L* in con-
junction with q, Cr,. . ., C, logically implies E and could indeed be used to

15. This was noted already in Hempel (7942), section 2.1.
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explain, in this context, the event described by E. 
-We might therefore refer to

L* as a minimal couering law irr,lplicit in a give.n D-N explanation.lG But while
such laws might be used for explanatory purposes, the D-N model by no

means restricts deductive-nornological explanations to the use of rniniural laws.

Indeed such a restriction would fail to do justice to one inrportant objective

of scienti{rc inquiry, namely, that of establishing laws and theories of broad

scope, under which narrower generalizations may then be subsumed as special

cases or as close approxirnations of such.t'

2.2 Crsar ExprauauoN AND rHE D-N Moou. An explanation of a particular

occurrence is often conceived as pointing ollt what "caused" it. Thus, the

initial expansion of the soap bubbles described by John Dcwey might be said

to have been caused by the warming of the air caught in the tr.rmbiers. But
causal attributions of this kind presuppose appropriate laws, such as that r-rnder

16. The problem of lormulating a precise definition of this notion need not detain

us: it can be solved only by reference to sonre forrnalized language, and for our purposes

the rough characterization here given u'ill sullice. Incidentally, the notion of "thenumber
of laws" invoked in a given explanation is not as clear as ir rnight seem, for one law lnay some-

times be quitc plausibly rewritten as a conjunction oftwo or nrore, and, conversely, several

laws may sornetimes be plausibly conjoined into one. But again, it is trot necessary for us to
pursue this probiem.

77. In a recent essay, Feyerabend has criticized thc deductivc model of explanation for
leading "to the demand. . . that all successful thcories in a givcn domain rnust be mutually
consistent" (1962, p.30), or, more fully, that "onIy such theorics are admissible (for ex-

planatron and prediction) in a given domain which either contah the theories already used in
this domain, or are at least collsistett with them" (1962, p.44, italics thc author's). Feycrabend

rightly argucs that this denand conflicts with actual scicntific procedure and is trnsonnd
on methodological grounds. llut he is completely rnistaken in his allcgation-for which he

offers no support-that the conception of exphnation by deductive subsumption under
general laws or theoretical principlcs entails the incrirninated rlerhodological nraxim.

Indeed, the D-N modcl of exphnation conccrns sinrply rhc relation bctween explanans and

explanandum and inrplies nothing whatevcr about thc conrpatibility of diflcrcnt erplrnrrt rv
principles that might be accepted successivcly in a given field of ernpirical scicncc'. In prr-
ticular, it does not imply that a new explanatory theory tnay be acccptccl olrlv rrtr cc.tr-

dition that it be logically compatiblc with those previously :rcccp1g6l. L)uc rirJ thc' srntc

phcnonenon, or set of phenonrena, nray bc deductivell' subsurrtrrrlc unCc-r clilir'rc'nt. and

logically irrcompatrble, lervs or theories. To illustrate this schcnr.rticrlir : tir.- t:cr tl:.rt thrcc

objccts a,0, r, each ofrvhich hes tire propertv P, rlso havc th!'Pr.')3r-rrY Q crul.1 L.c- dcduc-

tively accoturted for bv the hvpothcsis H, thrr ali rnd ot:iv P's;:c Q':. f,irrl.ilrernatively
by the hypothcsis H" tlr.rt eli P': and llso sonrc n.'!r-P'i r:. (l:: i.c., thc- cxplauatrduur-

sctltcnce 'Qc.Q[r.Qc' can bc dc.lrrcc.l tre Iu 'P.;,Pi'.P.' ir ..':rtrr!t.tilrll rr iih eithcr H, ot Hy
although H, and H, arc logicrllv inc,-irrprti[.1.'. Ti:rr: .r "ncr'. ' crplenatory thcory lor a

given class of phenonrcna nr.rl d.'.lucrir'.-iv J.c\rLlnt Ii.r tll.,sc phenourena even though
it is krgicrlly inconrpatible n'ith rn c;rli.-r rh.r.rr rvhich .rl..r dcductively accounts for thenr.

Ilut the conflictinq thcorics cannot borh be tm.-, rnd it ntrv scll be that thc earlier theory
is false. Hcnce thc nraxinr cnticizcd bv Fclcrrbcnd is indced unsound. llut this obscrvation

docs not aflect the D-N urodel ofcxplanation, rvhich does not ill)ply that nraxim at all.
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constant pressure the volume of a gas increases as its temperature rises. And
by virtue of thus presupposing general laws which connect "cause" and "effect,"
causal explanation conforms to the D-N model. Let me briefy amplify and

substantiate this remark.

Consider first the explanatory use of what may be ca1Led general statements

of causal connection: these are to the effect that an e-rent of somel<ind A (e.g.,

motion of a magnet through a closed wire loop) causes an event of a certain
other kind, B (e.g., fow of an electric current in the wire).-Withour entering
into a more detailed analysis, we may say that in the simplest case a statement

of this type afiirms a law to the effect that whenever an event of kind ,4 takes

place then there occurs, at the same location or at a specifiable different one,

a corresponding event of kind B. This construal fits, for example, the statements

that motion of a maguet causes the fow of a cLlrrent in a neighboring wire loop,
and that raising the temperature of a gas under constant pressure increases its

volume. Many general statements of car.rsal connection call for a firore complex
analysis, however. Thus, the statement that in a mammal, stoppage of the
heart will cause death presupposes certain "standard" conditions that are not
explicitly stated, but that are surely nreant to preclude, for example, the use of
a heart-lung machine. "To say that X causes Y is to say that under proper
conditions, an X will be followed by a Y," as Scrivenls puts it. When this kind
of causal locution is used, there usually is some Llnderstanding of what "proper"
or "standard" background conditions are presllpposed in the given context.
But to the extent that those conditions remain indeterminate, a general statement

of causal connection amounts at best to the vagrle claim that there are certain
further trnspecified background conditions whose explicit mention in the

given statement would yield a truly general law connecting the "callse" and the
"effect" in question.

Next, consider statements of causal connections between individual events.

Take, for example, the assertion that the expansion and subsequent shrinkage

of Dewey's soap bubbles were caused by a rise and subsequent drop of the

temperature of the air trapped in the tllmblers. Clearly, those tenlperatrtre

changes afford the requisite explanation only in conjunction with certain other

conditions, such as the presence of a soap {ilm, practically constant ternperature
and pressure of the air outside the glasses, and so on. Accordingly, in the context
of explanation, a "cause" must be allowed to be a more or less complex set of
circumstances and events, which might be described by a set of statements

Cr, Cr, . . . , C*. And, as is suggested by the principle "Same cause, same effect,"
the assertion that those circunstances jointly caused a given event inrplies that

18. Scriven (1958), p. 185.
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whenever and wherever circumstances of the kind in qllestion occur, an event

of the kind to be explained takes place. Thus the causal explanation implicitly
claims that there are general laws-let us si], Lr, Lr, . . ., Ljn virtue of which
the occurrence of the causal antecedents mentioned in C1,C2,..., Co is a
sufiicient condition for the occurrence ofthe explanandum event. This relation
between causal factors and effect is reflected in our schema (D-N) : causal ex-

planation is, at least implicitly, deductive-nomological.
Let me restate the point in more general terms. 'When an individual event

l, is said to have been caused by another individr-ral event 4, then surely the

claim is implied that whenever "the same cause" is realized, "the same effect"

will occur. But this clairn cannot be taken to mean that whenever a recurs then

so does b; for a and b are individual events at partictllar spatiotemporal locations

and thus occur only once. Rather, a and D must be viewed as particular events

of certain kinds (srch as heating or cooling of a gas, expansion or shrinking of
a gas) of which there may be further instances. And the law tacitly implied by
the assertion that b, as an event of kind B, was caused by a as an event of kind .4.

is a general statement of causal connection to the effect that, under suitable

circumstances, an instance of A is invariably accompanied by an instance of B.

In most causal explanations the requisite circumstances are not fully stated;

the import of the claim that 6 was caused by a may then be suggested by the

following approximate formulation: Event b was in fact preceded by event a

in circumstances which, though not fully specified, were of such a kind that an

occllrrence of an event of kind -4 under such circumstances is universally

followed by an event of kind B. For example, the statement that the burning
(event of kind B) of a particular haystack was caused by a lighted cigarette

dropped into the hay (particular event of kind ,4.) asserts, first of all, that the

latter event did take place; but a burning cigarette will set a haystack on fire
only if certain further conditions are sadsfied, which cannot at present be fully
stated; and thus, the causal attribution at hand implies secondly that further
conditions of a not fully specified kind were realized, under which an event

of kind,4 is invariably followed by an event of kind B.

To the extent that a statement of individual causation leaves the relevant

antecedent conditions, and thus also the requisite explanatory laws, indefinite
it is like a note saying that there is a treasure hidden somewhere. Its significance

and utility will increase as the location of the treasure is more narrolvly circum-
scribed, as the relevant conditions and the corresponding covering laws are

made increasingly explicit. In some cases, this can be done quite satisfactorily;

the covering-law structure then erncrges, and the statement of individual
causal connection becornes amenable to test. When, on the other hand, the

relevant conditions or laws rernain largely indefinite, a statement of causal
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connection is rather in the natnre of a program, or of a sketch, for an expla-

nation in terms of causal laws; it might also be viewed as a "working hypothesis"

which may prove its worth by giving new, and fruitful, direction to further
research.

The view here taken of statements of individual cansation might be further
clarified by some colnments on the thesis that "when one asserts that X causes

Y one is certainly committed to the generalization that an identical car.rse would
produce an identical effect, but this in no way commits one to any necessity

for producing laws not involving the term 'identical,' which justify this claim.

Producing laws is one way, not necessarily more conclttsive, and usually less

easy than other ways of supporting the causal statement. . . . (The idea of
individual causation has, I think, this not inconsiderable basis.)"rs Two ques-

tions must be clearly distinguished here, namely 1i) what is being claimed by
the staternent that X causes Y (where, in the case of "individual causation,"

X ar'd Y are individual events), and in particular, whether asserting it cornmits

one to a genenLization, and (ii) what kind of evidence would support the

causal statement, and in particular, whether stlpport can be provided only by

producing generalizations in the form of laws.

Concerning the first question, I have argued that the given causal statement

must be taken to claim by implication that an appropriate law or set of laws

holds by virtr.re of which X causes Y. But, as noted earlier, the laws in quesrion

cannotbe expressed by saying that an identical cause would produce an identical

effect; for if X and Y are individual events with specific spatiotemporal locations,

the recurrence of a cause identical with X, or of an effect identical with Y, is
logically impossible. Rather, the general claim implied by the statement of
individual causation that X caused Y is ofthe kind suggested in our discussion

of the assertion that individual event d, as an instance of A, caused individual
event &, as an instance of B.

'We turn now to the second qucstion. In certain cases, such as that of the

soap bubbles observed by Dewey, some of the laws connectillg the individual
events X and Y may be explicitly stateable; and then, it may be possible to
secllre supporting cvidence for them by appropriate experiments or obser-

vations. Hence, whilc the statemeut of individual cattsal connection implicitly
clainrs the existencc of underlying laws, the claim may well be supported by
evidence consisting of particular confirrning instances rather than of general

laws. In other cases, when the nornological claim implicit in a causal statement

is nrerely to the effect tl:rat tlrcre are relevant factors and suitable laws connecting

X ard Y, it rnay be possibie to lend some credibility to this claim by showing

19. Scriven (1958), p. 194.
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that under certain conditions, an event of kind X is at least very frcquently
accompanied by an cvent of kind Y: this might justify the working hypothesis

that the background conditions could be further narrowed down in a way that
would eventrlally yield a strictly causal connection. It is this kind of statistical

evidence, for cxarlple, that is adduced in support of such claims as that cig-
arette smoking is "a cause of" or "a causative factor in" cancer of the lturgs.

In this case, the supposed causal laws cannot at'preserlt be explicitly stated.

Thns, the nomological claim implied by this causal conjecture is of the cxisten-
tial type; it has the character of a working hypothesis for further rcscarch. Thc
statistical evidence adduced lends support to thc hypothesis and suggcsts

further investigation, airned at determining nlore precisely the conclitions

under which smoking will lead to cancer of the lungs.

The best examples of explanations conforr.ning to the D-N model are based

on physical theories of deterministic charactcr. Briefy, a dctcrministic theorv
deals with the changes of "state" in physical systems of somc spccified kind.
The state of such a systenr at any given tinre is characterized by the valucs

assumed at that time by certain quantitativc charactcristics of the systellr, thc

so-called variables of statc; and the laws spccified by such a theory for the

changes of state arc detcrministic in the sense that, givcn the statc of thc system

at any one time, tirey dctcrminc its state at any othcr, earlier or latcr, tinre.

For example, classical nrcchanics offcrs a dctcrministic thcory for a systet'n

of point masses (or,practically, bodics that arc small in relation to thcir distanccs)

which move under the influence of thcir mutual gravitational attraction alone.

The state of such a system at a givcn tinre is de{rncd as dcterrnincd by thc
positions and mornenta of its conlponellt bodics at that tinre ancl does not
include other aspects that might undergo change, sr-rch as the color or thc chcnr-
ical constitution of the moving bodies. Thc thcory provides a sct of la',i s-
esscntialiy, the Newtonian laws of gravitation and of nlotion-which, sivcn
the positions and mornenta of thc elerncnts of such a systerll at any onc tirDc,

marhematically determinc thcir positions and momenta at anv othcr tinrc.
In particular, those laws make it possible to offer a D-N cxplanation of thc

system's being in a certain state at a given time, by speciflr'inq, iIr thc' sc'trtctrccs

Cr, Cr, . . . , Ckof the schema (D-N), the state of thc svstcnl at sourc carlicr

time. The theory here referred to has been applied, for c-xanr;.lc-. in account-
ing for the nrotions of pianets and coructs, and ft.,r solar and lr.rnar

eclipses.

In the explanatorv or predictivc use of a dcrc-rnrinistic thcorr', then, the

l1otio11 of a cause as a nlore or lcss narros'h' circtrnrscribed antccedent event
has been replaced by that of sonre anteccdenr starc of the total systenl, u,hich
provides the "initial conditions" for rhc conrpurarion, by mcans of the tireory,
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of the later state that is to be explained. If the system is not isolated, i.e., if
relevant outside influences act tlPon the system during the period of time

from the initial statc invoked to the state to be explained, thcn the particular

circumstances that mllst be stated in the explanans include also thosc outside

influences; and it is these "boundary conditions" in conjunction with the

"initial" conditions which repiace the everyday notion of cause, and lvhich

are specified by the stateltlents Cr, Cr,..., Ckin the schematic represeutation

(D-N) of deductive-nornological explanation.20

Causal explanation in its various degrecs of explicitness and precision is not,

however, the only modc of explanation on which the D-N [rodel has a bearing.

For example, the explanation o[ a gencral law by dedr.rctive subsumption under

theoretical principlcs is clearly not an exPlallation by causes. Bttt even whcn

used to accorltlt for individual events, D-N explanations are not always causal.

For exarnple, the fact that a given simple pcndulum takes two seconds to

complete one full swing might be explaincd by pointing out that its leirgth

is 100 centimeters, and that the period r (in seconds), of any simple peudulum

is connected with its length I (in ccntirncter$ by the law that t:Zn \/fg, where

g is the acceleration of free fall. This law exprcsses a lrathematical relationship

berween the length and the period (which is a quantitative dispositional charac-

teristic) of the pendulum at one and the same time; laws of this kind, of which

the laws of Boyle and of charies, as well as ohm's law are other examples,

are solnetimes ca11ed laws of coexistcrtcc, ir:. contradistinctioll to laws of sr,tccessiott,

which concern temporal changes in a systcm. These latter includc, for example,

GaLleo's law and the laws for the changcs of state in systems covered by a

deterministic theory. Causal explanation by referencc to antecedent events

cleariy presupposes laws of succession; in the case of the pendulunr, where

only a law of cocxistencc is invoked, oue sttrely would not say that the pendu-

lurn's having a period of two seconds was cattscd by the fact that it had a length

of 100 centimeters.

One further point deservcs notice here. The law for the simple pendulum

makes it possible not only to infer the period of a pendulum from its length,

but also conversely to infer its length from its period; in either case, the inference

is of the fonn (D-N). Yet a serltence stating the length of a given pendttlttm,

in conjunction with the law, will be tnuch more readiiy regarded as explaining

the pendulum's pcriod than a sentcnce stating the period, in conjunction with

the law, would be considcred as cxplaining the pendulr-rm's length. This

distinction appcars to reflect the idea that we might change the length of thc

20. For rlorc detailcd accounts of the notions of causrlity aud of dctcrtnitlistic thcory

and deterrninistic sysrerl1, see, for eranrplc, Feigl (1953); Frank (1957), chaptcrs 77 zrtl 72;

Margenau (1950), chaptcr 19; Nagel (1961), pp.73-7tt end chapters 7 and 10'
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pendulum at will and thus control its period as a "dependent variable," where-
as the revcrse proccdure does not seern possible.2l This conception is questionable,

however; for we can also change the period of a given pcndulurn at will,
namely, by changing its length. It cannot validly be argued that in the first
case we have a change of length independently of a change of the period, for
if the location of the pcndulum remains fixed, then its length calruot be changed

rnithout also changing the period. In cases such as this, the conlnlon-sense

conception of explanation appears to providc no clear grounds. on which to

decidc whether a givcn argumcnt that deductively subsumes an occlrrrence

under laws is to qualify as an explanation.
In the instancc just considercd, a particular fact was cxplained, not by

causal antecedents but by rcference to another contcnlporalrcous fact. It might
cven bc argued that sometinlcs a particular event can be satisfactorily explaincd

by reference to subsequent occrlrrenccs. Consider, for exarnple, a beaur of light
that travels from a point ,4 in one optical mcdium to a point B in another,
which borders upon the first along a plane. Then, according to Fcrmat's

principlc of least time, the beam will follow a path that makes the travcling
tinre from A to B a minimnrn as compared with alternativc paths available.

Which path this is will depend on the refractive indiccs of the two mcdia;

we will assLrme that these are givcn. Suppose now that the path from ,4 to
B detennined by Femrat's principle passcs throllgh an intcrmediate point
C. Then this fact may be said to bc D-N explainablc by lneans of Fermat's law
in conjunction with the relevant data concerning the optical media and the

irrforrnation that the light traveled frort A to B. But its "arrival at 8," which
thus serves as onc of the explanatory factors, occurs only after the event to be

explained, namely, the bearn's passing through C.

Any uneasiness at explaining an event bv rcferencc to factors that inclucle

latcr occnrrences r.night spring from thc idea that explanations of the nrore fami-
liar sort, such as or-rr carLier exanrplcs, secnl to exhibit thc explanandum evcnt as

having been brought about bv earlier occllrrences; rvhereas no evcnt can be

said to have bcen brought about by factors some of which were lrot even

realized at the time of its occurrcncc. Perhaps this idca also seerns to cast

doubt upon purported explanations by reference to sirnultaneous circum-
stances. But, while such considerations rnay well make our earlier examples of
explanation, and all causal explanations, sceln more natural or plausible, it
is not clear what precise construal could be given to the notion of factors
"bringing abor-rt" a given cvent, and vrhat reason there would be for denying

21. In this connection, rf the discussion of causal statements as recipes for producing
a given effect, in Gasking (1955).
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the status of explanation to all accorlnts invoking occlrrrences that temporally
sticceed the event to be explained.2z

2.3 Tun RoLE oF Laws rN ExpraNe.uoN. The D-N model, as we have seen,

assigns to laws or theoretical principles the role of indispensable premises in
explanatory argrlments. I will now consider some alternative conceptions of
the role of laws in explanation.

2.3.1,. The Conceptiorr of Laus ,rs Ltfcrurce Rl/es. One recently influeniial view
construes laws and theoretical principles as inGrence rules in accordance with
which particular staternents of empirical fact may be inferred from other such

statements.

Thus Schlick once held the view, for which he gave credit to 'Wittgenstein,

that "basically a natural law does not have the logical character of a 'proposi-

tion' but represents 'a direction for the formulation of propositions'."23 Schlick
espoused this idea largely because he held at the time that a gemrine statement

mllst be capable of strict verification by particular experiential findings-a
requirement evidently not met by general laws, which pertain to indefinitely
many particular cases. But the requirement of strict verifiability for sentences

that are to qualify as empirically significant has long since been abandoned as

too restrictive,24 and it surely constitutes no good reason for constming laws as

rules rather than as statements.

In a sornewhat different vein, Ryle has characterized law statements as

statements which are true or false, but which characteristically function
as inGrence licenses authorizing inferential moves from the assertion of sorne

factual statements to the assertion of others.z5 This conception has influenced

the views of several others writers on the role of laws in scientific and historical

explanation. Dray, for example, has offered some interesting considerations in
support of it with special reference to historical explanation. He points or.it

that since an explanation of a concrete historical event will usually have to take

into account a large set of relevant factors, the corresponding covering law may

well be so highly qualified as to possess only one single instance, namely, the

22. For further observations on this issue, I Scheffier (1957).

23. Schlick (1931), p. 190 of English translation. See also the discussion of this idea by
Toulmin, who accepts it with certain qualifications (1953, pp.90-105), and who develops,

in a somewhat sirnilar spirit, an extensive analogy between physical theorics and maps

(1953, chapter 4). For illurninating cornments on Touhuin's views, and on the problern
in general, see Nagel's review of Toulmin's book in Mind 63, pp. 403-12 (1954), reprintcd in
Nagel (195o). pp. 303J5.

24. For details, see the essay "Empiricist Criteria of Cognitive Significance: Problems
and Changes," in.this volnrne.

25. CJ. Ryle (19a9), pp. 721-723 and Ryle (19s0).
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occurrence it explains. But under these circumstances, Dray questions the

propriety of applying the term 'law', whose ordinary use "has 'other cascs'

built right into it."26 He holds, therefore, that though, when offering the ex-
planation ? because Cr, Cr, . . . , Cn', the historian "commits himself to the
trLrth of the covering general statement, 'lf Cr .. . C, then E' , . . . the statement

thus elicited. . . is surely nothing more than a formulation of the prirrciple

of the historiaris irtfermce when he says that from the set'of factors specified, a
result of this kind could reasonably be predicted. The historian's infercnce may
be said to be in accordance with this principle. But it is quite another 111atter ro

say that his explanation entails a corresponding enrpirical ldw."2t Dray conceives

of such principles of inference as being "general hypotheticals" of the form
'i{ p then q'; and he holds that "to clairu simply that a'general hypothetical'
lurks implicitly in the historian's explanation is to clairn considerably /rss than
covering law theorists generally do"; for if the general hypothetical is con-
strued as an inference license in Ryle's sense, then "to say that the historian's
explanation commits hirn to the covering '1aw' is merely to say that it conunits
him . . . . to reasoning in a similar way in any further cases which nwy tLffn Ltp,

since he claims universal validity for the corresponding argrlnlcnt, 'p to q,'.""
But surely, to claim universal validity for this argrlnlent scheme is to assert

by inrplictaion, the general statement ''Whenevcr p then q', and vice versa:

there is no diffcrence in the strength of the claims, but only in the mode of
expressing chem. And if the general statement has only one instance, thcn so

does the corresponding rule, and one might with equal justice question the

propriety of qualifying the latter as a principle of inGrence, on the gror.rnd that
the idea of such a principle or rule, no less than the idea of a law, carries rvith
it a suggestion of generalitv.

In his rernarks on thc nunrber of instanccs of a las-, Drav seenrs to vicu' a

historical explanation as using onls one qeneral hvpothcrical, nanrch-. in .-i{cct,

a "minintunt covering larv" of thc kind nrentioncd carlier. -\s a rul.'. hos'cvcr,
an explanation will rely on a nlorc or lcss conrpr.-hcnsrr-.' sc'r of las's, each of
which has Drany instances, and of Nhich rhr. rlarro\\'er co\'c-rinq la$' is simply
a highly specific conseqllence. But sr.rpposc thar a givr-u .-xpianarion ,.loes rely
on just one highly specific generalization rhar has onlv on.- instancc. Can that

generalization be qualified as a lawi Our discussion in sccrion 2.1 bears o1r this

qrlestion, and it will suffice to add here onlr- a fcs' bri.'f rernarks. Supposc that
an attelnpt were made to explain Hitler's decision to inr-adc Russia by means

of the generalizatoin'Anyone exactly like Hitier in all respccts, and facing

26. Drty (1957), p. 40.

27. Dray (1957), p. 39. Italics the author's.
28. Drty (1957), p. 41. Italics sr.rpplied.
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exactly the same circumstances, decides to invade Russia'. This clearly affords

no explanation because the general statement invoked is equivalent to the

sentence 'Hitler decided to invade Russia', which is not a general sentence at all,
and which simply restates the explanandum; for being exactly like Hitler in
all respects is the same thing as beiag identical with Hitler. Thus, the proposed
generahzation is nonlawlike because it is not essendally generalized.

But a general statement-such as one of the highly specific covering laws

envisaged by Dray-may well have only one instance without being logically
equivalent to a singular sentence. This featr-rre, as we noted earlier, would not
deprive the generalization of lawlike status and potential explanatory power.

The arguments here briefy considered, then, do not lend rnuch support to
the conception of laws and theoretical principles as rules or principles of in-
ference. On the other hand, there are some considerations which clearly mili-
tate against this construal.

First, in the rvritings of scientists, laws and theoretical principles are treated

as statements. For example, general statements are used in conjunction with
singular statements about particular facts to serve as premises from which other
statements about particular facts are inferred; similarly, statements of general

form, such as laws of narrower scope, often appear as conclusions derived from
more comprehensive laws. Again, general laws or theoretical principles are

accepted or rejected on the basis of empirical tests in mr.rch the same way as

statements of particular facts, such as those concerning the constitution of the

earth's interior, for example.

Indeed-and this brings L1s to a second diflicLrlty-the distinction here

presupposed between singular sentences on the one hand and generai sentences

on the other has no precise tneaning in reference to statements formulated in
a natural language. For example, the statement that the earth is a sphere may
be regarded as a singular sentence of the form 'Sa', which assigns to a particular
object, the earth, a certain property, sphericity. But it may also be construed as

a general statelnent, e.g., as asserting that there is a point in the interior of the

earth fror.n which all the points on its surface have the same distance. Similarly,
the statement that a given crystal of salt is soluble in water may be construed

as a singular statenent ascribing solubility to a particrllar object, or, alterna-
tively, as a statement of general character, asserting or implying that the given
crystal will dissolve at any tine upon being prlt into water.

A precise distinction of the kind here in question can be drawn if (i) the

statements to be classi{ied are expressed in a suitably fomaiized language that
provides for quantificational notation, and (ii) every extra-logical tenn of thc
langnage is characterized either as primitive or as defined, each defined term
possessing a unique definition in tcrms ofprimitives. A sentence of such a lan-
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guage may then be said to be essentially singular if it is logically equivalent to

a sentence containing no defined terms and no quantifiers; all other sentences

will be essentially general. The sentence 'The earth is spherical' will then be

essentially singular if, for example, both 'the earth' ancl 'spherical' count as

primitive terms of the language in which ollr statements are forrnulated; it u'ill
be essentially general if, for example, 'sphericaf is defined by an expression

containing one or more noneliminable quantifiers.

But even if we assume that a precise dividing line between singular and

general statements has been drawn in this or a similar manner, the proposal

to construe general statements as inference rules connecting singular statements

still faces another, rnore serious difficulty: the formulation of law statements as

inference rules proves dillicult, if not impossible, and the resulting system

of rr.rles is awkward, to say the least. To be sure, a statement of the simple

forrn 'A1l F are G', or '(r) 1Fr= Gx)', where 'F' and'G' are primitive predicates

in the sense just explarned, might be replaced by a rule licensing inGrential

transition from any sentence of rhe form 'Fl' (which is singular, i.e., quantifier-

free) to the corresponding sentence of the form'Gl'. But sciend{ic explanations

are often based on laws of a more complex structure; and for these, recasting

in the form of inference rules connecting singular statemcnts becorres proble-

matic. Take the law, for exarnple, that every metal has a specific melting

point (at atmospheric pressure) ; i.e., that for every metal there exists a temp-

eratllre 7 such that at any lower temperature and at no higher temPeratLlre

the metal is solid at atmospheric pressure. The corresponding inference rule

could not be construed as authorizing the transition from any sentence of the

form'i is a rletal' to the sentence'there is a temperature Tsuch that at any lorver

temperature, br-rt at no higher one, i is solid at atmospheric pressltre'; for the

conclnsion thr.ts obtained is not a sentence of singular form, but a statement

involving both existential and universal qtlanti,fiers. Indeed, the subclauses 'at

any tenlperatr-rre belorv I, i is solid' and 'at anv tenlPerature above I i is

nonsolid' have themselves the unir-ersal fornr of a la..-, and rhe gencral con-

ception here under discussion rvould rherefore seenl to requirc that thev in

turn be constrrled as infcrence rules rather than as statements. But in the given

contexr, this is not possible since they are qualiiied bv the existenrial-qr,rantifier

phrase 'there is a temperature T such that. . . .'. fn sut:r. rhe giren larv cannot

be constrr,red as tantamollnt to a rule establishing certain inferential coulections

among singular sentences. This is not to sar that the iau- Permits no sttch

inGrences: indeed, with its help (i.e., using ir as an additional premise), v/e can

infer from the statement 'this key is mctal and is not liquid at 80'C and atmos-

pheric pressure' further descriptive statements to the effect that the key won't
be liquid at 74oC,30'C, and other specific ternPeratures below 80oC, at at-
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mospheric pressllre. Br-rt these and simiiar inferential connections among

singular statements which are mediated by the given law clearly do not exhaust

its content; for, as we noted, the law also establishes connections, for example,

between singular sentences ('l is a metal') and quantified ones ('there is a tem-

peratLlre 7 such that.. ..').
It may even happen that of tr.vo or more laws of complex forrl, none taken

by itself establishes any inferential connections among singular sentences,

whereas jointly they do. For example, two sentences of the form '(r) [Fx=
(:y)Rry]' and'(x) [(fy) (a,ty)= Gx]' jointly permit the inference from'Fl' to

'Gl'; blrt, individually, neither of them establishes any connection among

singuiar sentences. Thus, the totality of inGrential transitions among singular

sentences that are rnade possible by a set of laws or theoreticai principles may

far exceed the (logical- or class-) sum ofthe inferential connections estabiished,

among the same singular sentences, by the laws or theoretical principles indi-

vidually. Hence, if one were to insist on constrtling scientific laws and theo-

retical principles as extralogical inference rules, licensing certain transitions

among singular sentences, then one would have to do so, not for each of the

laws and theoretical principles individually, but at once for the entire set of
laws and principles assumed in a given context. No doubt the simplest way

of doing this would be to forrnulate just one extralogical rule, authorizing

all and only those transitions among singr-r1ar statements which can be effected

by using only purely logical rules of inference and by treating the laws and

theoreticai principles "as if" they were statements capable of functioning as

additional premises in deductive argtllnents. Br-rt to adopt this rule would be

simply to pay 1ip service to the construal of laws as rriles rather than as state-

ments.2e

In surn, then, there is serious doubt, on purely logical grounds, whether

all laws and theoretical principles can be adeqttately construed as inference

rules. And even in the cases where this is possible, the preceding considerations

29. It is of interest to note here rhat carnap, in his theory of logical syntax, explicitly
provides for the posibility of constrllcting languages with extralogical rulcs ofinference;

see Carnap (1937), section 51. He calls the latter physical rules or P-rules. But he does not claim

that all general laws or thcoretical principles can be construed as such rules; and he emphasizes

that the extent to which P-rules are to be countenanced in constructing a language will be a

rllatter of convenience. For exanrple, if we use P-ru1es, then the discovery of empirical

phenomena that "conflict" with our previously accepted theories may oblige us to alter the

rules of inference, and thus the entire formal structure, of our scientific language; whereas in

the absence ofP-rules, only a rnodification ofsome previously accepted theoretical statenents

is called for. 'W. Sellars (1953), (1958), also has advocated the admission of material rules

of inference in connection with his analysis of subjunctive conditionals'

For a lucid survey and critical appraisal ofvarious reasons that have been adduced in support

of construing general laws as inference rules see Alexander (1958)'
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suggest that it would bc simpler and urore helpfui, for a clarification of thc

issues with which -we are hcre conccrncd, to constnlc general larvs and theo-

retical principlcs as statemcnts: hencc this course will bc follou'cd fronr here on.

2.3.2 The Conccptiott of Larus as Rolc-Ju*if1,itry Crotrttdsf,tr Explntatiotts. Another
conception that wor.rld normally preclude the mention of laws in an cxplanation

has been sct forth by Scrivcu,3o who argues that in so far as lar'vs arc relevant

to an explatration, they will usually function as "role-justifying grounds" for it.
This conception doubtless rcflccts the vieu, that, as Rylc has put it, "Explana-

tions are not argLlmcnts brlt statenlents. Thcy are trtle or false."31 Explanations

might then take the form '4 because p', where thc 'p'-clause nlclltions particular

facts but no laws; and the kind of cxplanation represented as an argr.turctrt itr

our scheura (D-N) would bc expressed b1, a statenrcrtt of thc form 'E because

Cr, Cr, . . . , Ck.' The citation of lain's is appropriate, according to Scrivcn,

not in response to the qucstiorl ''Why 4i', i,vhich '4 because p' serves to allswcr,

but rather in response to the quite differcnt question as to thc grorinds on which
the facts mentioncd in thc 'p'-clause nray bc clainrcd to cxplain thc facts referred

to in the '4'-clause. To inclLrde the relevant larvs in the statemcnt of the expla-

nation itself would be, according to Scriven, to confoutrd the statement of an

explanation with a statenlellt of its grounds.

Now it is qr.rite trrle that in ordinary discoursc and also in scientific contexts,

a qrlestioll of the fonn ''Why did such-and-such an event happen;' is often

answered by a bccause-statenlent that cites only certain particular facts-evcn
in cases where the relevant laws could bc stated. Thc explanation statcnrcnt
'The ice cube melted becanse it was floating in water at roonl tenrperattlre'is
an example. But as this selltcncc equally illustrates, an explauation as ordinarilr-
formulated will often melrtiorl only some of a larger set of particular facts

which jointlv could cxplain the occurrcncc in question. It ri-ill forego mcntion
of other factors, n'}rich are taken for qrantcd, slrch as that thc \\'atcr as n'cll as

thc surronncling air rcnrained approxinratciv at r.,onr tcnrpcraturc tbr an

adequatc timc. Hence, in ordcr to jusriiv attributing an cx1.lx11x11'vrr- role to
the facts actually specified, onc l'oul.i havc rt citc hcrc trot ..,nlv ccrtain 1aws,

but also thc relevant particulars that hacl not bccn t'xplicitlr' nlelltiorled arnollg

the explanatory facts. Thus it is not clcar s-h.' ...nlv l.ru's should be singled out
for the function of role-justi{ication.32 Ancl if statcnrcnts of particular fact were

equally allowcd to serve as role-jr-rstifr.ing groruicls in cxplanatiolls, then the

distinction betwecn cxplanatory facts and rolc-jLrstifying grounds would
beconrc obscurc and arbitrary.

30. Scriven (1959), espccially scction 3-1.

31. Rylc (1950), p. 330.

32. -Ihc sarnc point h;rs becn nradc by Alex:ndcr (1958, scction I).
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Scriven goes beyond relegating explanatory laws to the place of role-

justifying grounds: He holds that we can sometimes be quite certain of a given

explanation without being able to justify it by reference to any laws; in his own

*o.dr, "certain evidence is adequate to guarantee certain explanations without

the benefit of deduction from 1aws."33 One of his examples is this:

As you reacir for the dictionary, your knee catches the edge of the tab1e. and thus

,.1116 or., the ink-bottle, the contents of which proceed to run over the table's

edge and ruin the carpet. tf you are subsequently asked to explain how the carpet

*i dr-rg"d yo, hr.re a complcte explanation' You did it, by knocking over the

ink. The Jett"inry of this explanation is primeval. It has absolutely nothing to do

with your knowiedge of the relevant laws of phy-sics; a cave-man could sr,rpply

the same account ,nJbe quit. as certain of it. . . . If you wcre asked to prodr-rce the

role-jtrstifying grounds for your explanation, what could you doi Yo.tt,could not

prodi,r, ,ny tnrc-tu,irrrsal hypothesis in which the antecedent was identifiably present

(i..., *hi& avoids stich rerms as "knock hard enough"), and thc consequent is the

effect to be explained.3a

At best, Scriven continues, one could offer a vague generalization to the

effect that if you knock a table hard enough, it will caLlse an ink-bottle not too

securely placed on it to spill over provided that there is enough ink in it. But

this needs tightening in many ways, and, Scriven claims, it cannot be turned

into a true universal hypothesis which, for the example in question, would

"save the deductive model." In particular, physics cannot be expected to yield

such a hypothesis, for "the explanation has becorne not one whit more certain

since the laws of elasticity and inertia were discovered."ss

Undeniably, in our everyday pursuits and also in scientific discttssions, we

often offer or accept explanatory accoLrnts of the sort iihistrated by Scriven's

example. But an analytic str.rdy of explanation calrnot content itself with simply

registering this fact: it mr-rst treat it as material for analysis; it must seek to

clarify what is claimed by an explanatory statelnent of this sort, and how the

claim might be supported. And, at least to the first qtlestion, Scriven offers no ex-

plicit answer. He does not tell us just what, on his construal, is asserted by the

gi1r.r, lr*-f.ee explanation; and it remains unclear, therefore, precisely what

.lri- h. regards as having primeval certainty, for cave-man and modern

physicist alike. Presumably the explanation he has in mind would be expressed

Ly'" ,,r,.rrent roughly to rhe effect that the carpet was stained with ink

because the tabie was knocked. But, surely, this statement claims by impli-

cation that the antecedent circumstances invoked were of a kind which generally

yields effects of the sort to be explained. Indeed, it is just this implicit claim

33. Scriven (1959), P. 456.

34. Loc. cit., italics the author's.

35. Loc. cit.
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of covering uniform connections which distinguishes the causal attribution here

made from a ll1ere sequential narrative to thc cffect that first the table was

knocked, then the bottle tipped over, and finaliy thc ink dripped on the rr1g.

Now, in a case such as the spilling of the ink, we feel familiar, at ieast in a gcncral
manner, with the reicvant unifomr conncctions evel1 though we nlay not be able

to state them prccisely, and thus we are willing to takc them for granted s'ithout
explicit nlentioll. On the other hand, therc are various conceivablc, particular

antecedents any one of which might, by virtue of roughly the saure gencral

uniformitics, accorlnt for thc tipping over of the ink bottle: I might have

knocked the table, the cat might havc pushed the ink bottle, the curtain might
have brushed against the bottle in a breeze, and so forth. Thr-rs, the qrlestion of
how the ink spot got on the mg will usually be aimed at cliciting information
about the particrllar anteccdents that 1ed to the damage; and it might seem,

therefore, that an explanation need have nothing to do with uniformities or laws.

But this appearance sr.rrcly does not refute the view that any particular explan-

atory claim r.nadc in temrs of antecedent circurnstanccs still presupposes suitable

covering laws.

This brings us to a crucial qucstion poscd by Scriven's argument. Is it
possible to specify, in the given case, a sct of iaws which would actually provide
role-justification, by cnabling r1s to declrlce the explanandurn, given the infor-
mation about thc anteccdcnt cxplanatory events? The question cannot be

answcrcd turequivocally bccause it is t<-ro vagrle. Assurning that the explanatory

statclrlclrt takes thc fornt'q bccause p', we have not been told precisely u'hat

takcs thc places of'p' and of'q' it thc case of the overturned ink bottle. If,
for examplc, thc 'p'-staterllcnt were taken to include the inforrnation that a

fr.rll, uncorked, ink bottle was in fact knockcd ovcr, and if thc 'q'-statenlent

rcportcd r.nerely that the ir* lcakcd out, thcn sonre elenrentarv las-s in the

mcchanics of fluids nrighr s-cll providc adcquate nonrological suppLrrt ft'rr the

cxpianatory statemcllt. If, br- contrasr, thr- 'q'-stat.'nrcnt is takc'n tr-r sp.cciir',

l1ot ou,ly that the ink spillcd out, but also thar it prt clucc'd e staitr ..f sf.ccitlcd

sizc aud shape ou thc rug, thcn, to bc surc. no l.r\\') a.rL- kno\\'n that u'ould
pcrmit thc infcrcnce fronr the'p'-statcnrcnr,in an)'pleusibl.- ctrnstrtral) to this
'q'-statcmcut. But, just for this rcasoll, ar1 account trf rhc' sort strggested by
Scrivcn's cxample wotild rlot be rcgarded as cxplaining rhc' sizc or thc shapc of
thc ink stain at all.

No doubt, the explanatory clainr cnvisagcd bt Scrivclr lics betwecn these

extrenlcs and is roughly to the effcct that the rrrq s'as staincd becar.rse the tab1e,

with an opcn bottle of ink standing on it, u-as cauqht and lifted by rny knee.

This ciaim might bc paraphrascd by saying that thcrc are lalvs colmecting the

prcscllcc of an ink stain on the rug with certain antecedent circtlmstances,
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which include an open bottle of ink standing on the table, and the fact that the

table's edge was lifted. And there seems to be no reason to doubt the possibility
of adducing or establishing a gradually expanding set of laws which rn-ould

afrord an increasingly accrlrate and detailed explanation of the phenomenon
at hand.

'We might say, in agreement with Scriven, that these laws would lend
support or jnstification to the given because-statenent. But we should note
also that an expansion of the set of supporting laws will normally call {or a

corresponding expansion of the set of antecedcnt circurnstances which have
to be takcn into account, and thus, strictly, for a modification of the explanatory
because-statement itsclI

Furthermore, the task of establishing the statemcnts, whether of laws or of
particular facts, rvhich may thus be invoked in support of a because-statelnent

comes clcarh' u'ithin the domain of scientific inquiry; hence it cannot reasonably

be argucd thar progress in physical or chemical reaserch has no significance for
the explanation at hand. Thus Scriven's cave nan, or perhaps a child, might
*-ell assunre that whcn any opaqrle liquid is por-rred on any kind of textile it
rvill soak in and prodr.rce a stain; which would lcad him to expect a stain when
mercury is dropped on a rrlg or when ink is poured on a specially treated
nonstaining textile. And if his explanation or nnderstanding of the ink stain

on the nlg presrlpposcs that assr1111ption then it would plainly be far frorn
primevally certain: it would be false.

In snr.n then, the claim that the cave man could explain the staining of the

rug with the same "certainty" as a modern scientist loses its initial striking
plausibiliry rvhen r,ve ask ourselves precisely what the explanation would
assert and rvhat it rvould irnply, and when we make sure it is not simply takcn
to be a narratioll of sclccted stages in the process conccrncd. An explanation
may well be put into the form of a seqllential narrative, but it will explain
only if it at least tacitly presupposes certain nor.nic conncctiolls between the

different stages cited. Such "genetic" explanations will be examined more
closely later in this essay.

In the preceding discussion we have construed an explanatory statement of
the form'4 becausep'as an assertion to this effect: p is (or was) the case, and

there are laws (not explicitly spcci{ied) such that the statement that q is (or was)

the case follows logically fronr those iaws taken in conjunction with thc state-
ment ofp and perhaps other statements, which specify antecedents not included
in p but tacitly presupposed in the explanation. In his discussion of the ex-
planatory role of laws, Scriven consiclers the closely related idea that when we
are abie to specify the car-rse of a particular event such as the staining of the rug,
"we are in a position to judge, not that certain specifiable laws apply, brit that
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somelaws mnst apply." And he objects that "it is uery odd to say this rarher rhan

that we can sometimcs be quitc snre of causal statements even when r,le do not
know any relcvant 1aws. This capacity for identifying carlses is learnt, is better
dcvcloped in some people than in othcrs, can be tested, and is the basis for
what we call jttdgnruts."ze

But this surcly is no tellurg objection. For first of ail, if the thesis is ro havc
a clear meauing we necd to know exactly what is meant by 'idcntifying the
cause of a particular cveltt', and how, accordingly, the capacity for identifiing
causes nlay be tcstcd: and Scriven does uot provide this information.

Secondly, thc conccption that a stareluent of thc form '4 because p' asserts,

by irnphcatiolr, the existence of certain covering laws is by no means incom-
patible with the view thar people may have a capacity for causai judgment
even when they are unable to specify snitable covering laws or to explicatc
thc notion of cause they are using. Consider a parailel: An experiencecl carpcn-
ter or gardener may have a capacity for judgine very accllrately the size of thc

area enclosed by a given circular linc u,ithout being able to give an analytic
definition of the area of a circle in terms of the convergent serics formed by the
areas of certain inscribed or circumscribed polyeons. Br.rt tl.ris sureiy would not
jLrstify the claim that thereforc, at least in thc specific cascs accessible to the
judgrnents of skilled craftsnrcn, the nratirematical analysis of tl.rc concept of the

area of a circlc is irrelevant or does not apply. Sirnilarly a physician, a garage
mechanic, or an eiectrician rnay havc a rernarkable capacity for judging what
causes trouble in a particuiar case r,vithout always being able to adduce general
laws sr.rpporting the diagnosis, and indeed without even believing that the lattcr
presrlpposes thc existence of such laws. But this acknowlcdgnrcnt does nor
warrant the conclusion that it is impossible or inappropriatc to coltstmc rhc
causal statements in question as uraking reference to, or at least ir-nplr,inq thc
existence of, correspondine laws.

Evcn the way in which causal statclncllts base d on such practicai ' judqrucnt"
are tested and substantiated indicatcs tl.rat tl.rcy make, at least inrlrlicirlr-. a clainr
of general character. Thus, thc asscrtiorl that a certain thcrapcutic nrcasrrrc

cattsed improvement in a given casc would require corroborati.rn bv sintilar
results in similar cases, so as to ruie out the possibilin' oi a mer.- coincidence
as contradistinguished from a causal corncction.

But, since explanatory accotlnts are often fornrtrlatcd as'bccausc'-statcn1e11ts,

should we not at least introduce a further modcl. s'hich constmes explanatiolls
as statelnents of the form '4 because p' rather than as arqunrcnts : To characterize
a certain type of explanation simplv as having rhar fornr rvor-rld surely be

36. Loc. rir., italics the author's.
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insufiicient: the chief task of the contemplated. rnodel wouid be to clarify the
meaning of the word 'because' in explanatory contexts, and this requires
further analysis. To claim that we can sometimes proffer explanations of the
form'q becausep'with co,rplete certainty, or that they can be g,ara,teed by
sr,ritable kinds of evidence without the benefit of laws, is to sidestcp this issue ;
indeed, the clairn cannot even be assessed indcpendently of an analysis of the
explanatory use of the r.vord 'because'. The paraphrasing of becausc-statelnents
suggested above is rather vague and no doubt capable of improvcmcnt, but
at least it seeils to me correct in exhibiting the assumption oflawiike connections
implicit in such explanatory formulations.

2.4 ExpraNarIoN AS PorrNriarrv Pnaorctrvr. Becanse of its essential reliance
on laws and theoretical principles, D-N explanation may be expected to show
a close afinity to scicntific prediction; for laws a,d theoretical pri,ciples,
making general claims, range also over cascs not as yet cxamined and have
definite implications for them.

The afii,ity in qr.resti.on is vividly ilhstrared in the fourth part of the Dia-
logues corrcer,irry Tuo Ncw Sci*rces. Hcre, Galiieo develops his laws for the
motion of projectilcs and deduces from them tire corollary that if projectiles
are fired from the same point with equal initial velocity, but diffcrent eievations,
the maximuur range wili be attained rvhen the elcvation is45".Then,Galileohas
Sagredo re,rark: "Fro,r accollllts given by gl1ru1ers, I was alrcady aware of
the fact that in the use of canlon and mortars, the maximum range. . . is
obtained when the elevation is 45". . .; brt to r.rnderstand why tliis happcns far
outweighs the mere information obtained by the tcstimony of othcrs or even
by repeated experiment."sT The rcasoning that a{I-ords such understanding ca1
readily be put into the form (D-N) ; it amounts to a dcduction, by logical and
mathematical means, of the corollary frour a set of premises that contains (i)
the fundarnental laws of Galileo's theory for the nlorion of projectiles and (ii)

Particular statements specifying that all the nrissiles considercd are fired fron
the same place with the sarne initial velocity. clearly, then, the phcnomenon
previously noted by the gunners is here explairrcd, and thus tutdcrstood, by
showing that its occllrrence was to be expected under the specificd circnmstances
in view of cerrain general laws ser forth in Galileo's theory. And Galileo hirnself
points witlr obviouq pride to tl:'e predictiorrs that may in like fashion be obtaincd
by deduction from his laws; the latter imply "what has perhaps never been
observed in experience, namely, that of other shots those which excced or fall
short of 45" by eqr.ral amounts have cqual ranges." Thr.1s, the explanation

37. Galilei (1946), p.265.
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afforded by Galileo's theory "prepares the mind to r:nderstand and ascertain

other facts without need of recourse to expcriment,"ss namely, by deductive
subsumption under the laws on which the cxplanation is based.

Checking the predictions thus derived from the gencral laws or theoretical
principles invoked in an explanation is an important way of testing those

"covering" generalizations, and a favorable orltcolne may lend strong srlpport
to thcnr. Consider, for exarnple, the explanation offcred by Torricclli {or a fact
that had intrigr-red his teacher Galilco; namely, that a lift pump drawing water
from a well will 11ot raise thc water nlore tha11 about 34 fect abovc the surface

of the well.3e To account for this, Torricelli advanccd the idea that the air
above the water has weight and thus exerts prcssrlre on the watcr in the we1l,

forcing it up the pump barrel wl'ren the piston is raised, for thcre is no air
inside to balance thc outside pressrlre. On this assnmption thc watcr can rise

only to thc point where its pressllre on thc surfacc of thc wcll cquals the pressure

of the outside air on that sllrface, ar.rd the lattcr will therefore cqual that of a

water colunrn about 34 feet high.
The explanatory force of this accotlrlt hinges on the conception that the

earth is surror.urded by a "sea of air" that confornrs to the basic laws govenring
the equilibrium of liquids in conrurunicatillg vesscls. And bccause Torricelli's
explanation presupposed such general laws it yiclded predictions concerning as

yet rlnexalllined phenomcna. Onc of thcse was that if thc watcr wcre replaced

by rnercury, whose specific gravity is about 14 tinrcs that of water, the air
shotrld connterbalance a colnmn aboot 34f 14 fect, or sourewhat less than 2]
fcet, in length. This prediction was confirmed by Torricelli in the classic expcri-
nlcnt that bears his nanrc. In addition, thc proposed explanation implies that at

increasing altitudes above sea lcvel, the length of thc nrcrcurr- coluurn st,1r-

ported by air prcssurc should decrease becausc thc t'ciqht of thc cor-ultr'r-

balancing air dccrcascs. A carcful tt-st of this prcdicri,.'rn s'as perttrrrn.-.1 at rhe

stlggcstion of Pascal onlv a fcu' r'cars afrcr Torricr-llr had .rfiirr-d his .-r1.l1vix1ie11;

Pascal's brothcr-in-larv carriccl a uiercrlr\- bar.rnr.'tcr i.r-.. c-sst-ntiallv a nlercul'y

colunrtr conntcrbalanccd by thc air pr!'ssi.rrc) to thl- tLrp of tht- Pur--de-D6me,

mcasuring thc lcngth of thc cohrnrn at r-arious c-lcr'ltirrns during thc ascent

and again during thc dcscent; the readings \\'L-rc ir1 splcrldid accord with the

pre diction.ao

The inferenccs by which such predictions arc obtain.-cl arc again of deductive-

38. Loc. tit.
39. Thc folkrwing account is based on the prescntation of this case in Conant (1951),

chapter 4.

40. Pascal's own accolrnt and appraisal of the "great expcriment" is reprinted in English

translation in Moulton and Schiffcres (1945), pp. 115-53.
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nornological form: The premises comprise the explanatory laws in question

(in our last example, especially Torricelli's hypothesi$ and certain statements

of particular fact (e.g., that a barometer of such and such construction will be

carried to the top of a mottntain). Let us refer to predictive arguments of the

form (D-N) as D-N predictions. In empirical science many predictive argu-

ments are of this kind. Among the most striking examples are forecasts, based

on the principles of celestial mechanics and of optics, concerning the relative

positions of the Sun, the Moon, and the planets at a given time, and concerning

solar and lunar eclipses.

It rnay be well to stress here that while the principles of classical mechanics

or other deterrninistic laws or theories afford the basis for very impressive

D-N explanations and predictions, the additional premises required for this

purpose mrlst provide not only a specificadon of the state of the system at some

time ro earlier than the tirne ( for which the state of the system is to be inferred,

btrt also a statenlent of the boundary conditions prevaiiing between to and tr;

these specify the external inflnences acting r,rpon the systern during the time

interval in question. For certain PurPoses in astronomy the disturbing infuence

of celestial objects other than those explicitly considered may be neglected

as insignificant, and the system under consideration may be treated as "isolated";

but this should not lead t1s to overlook the fact that even those exemplars of
dedr,rctive-nomological prediction do not enable us to forecast future events

strictly on the basis of information about the Present: the predictive argument

also requires certain premises concerning the future-e.g., absence of disturbing

influences, srlch as a collision of Mars with an unexpected comet; and the

temporal scope of these boundary conditions mllst extend uP to the very time

of occurrence of the predicted event. The assertion therefore that laws and

theories of deterministic form enable us to predict certain aspects of the future

from i.nformation about the present has to be taken with a grain of salt. Anal-

ogolls remarks apply to dedtlctive-nomological exPlanation.

Since in a fully stated D-N explanation of a particular event the explanans

logically implies the explanandum, we say may that the explanatory arglrment

might have been used for a deductive prediction of the explanandum-event f
the laws and the particrllar facts adduced in its explanans had been known and

taken into accollnt at a srlitable earlier time. In this sense, a D-N explanation

is a potential D-N prediition.
This point was made already in an earlier article by oppenheim and myself,al

where we added that scientific explanation (of the deductive-nomological

kind) differs from scienti{ic prediction not in logical structure, but in certain

41. Hempel and Oppenhein (1948), section 3'
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pragmatic respects. In one case, the event described in the conclusion is known
to have occt',rred, and suitable staternents of general law and particular fact

are sought to accorlnt for it; in the other, the latter statcments are given and the

statement abor.rt the event in qucstion is derivcd from them before the time
of its presurnptive occllrrence. This conception, which has sometimes been

referred to as the thesis of the struchral idettity (or of the symmctry) of cxpla-

nation and predictiorr, has reccntly been qr.restioned by several writers. A consider-
ation of some of their arguments rnay hclp to shed further light on the issuse

involved.
To begin with, some writersa2 have noted that what is usually called a

prediction is not an argrlment but a sentence. More preciseiy, as Schelfler has

pointed out, it is a sentcncc-token, i.e., a concrete utterance or inscription of
a sentence purporting to describe sonle cyent that is to occur after the prodr-rc-

tion of the token.as This is certainly so. But in empirical science predictive
sentcnces are normally established o11 the basis of available information by
means of arguments that may be deductive or inductive in character; and the

thesis under discussion should be nnderstood, ofconrse, to refer to explanatory
and predictive drgtmrctis.

Thus construed, the tlrcsis of structural identity antotnts lo the conjunction of
two sub-thescs, namcly (i) that eucry adeqtate explarratiorr is potentially a prediction

in thc sense indicated above; (ii) that conversely.euery adcquate prcdiction is

potertially an cxplanation. I wili now examine a number of objections that have

been raised against the thesis, dcaling first with those which, in effect, concern

the first sub-thesis, and then with those concerning the second sub-thesis. I
will argue that the first sub-thcsis is sound, whereas the sccond one is indeed

open to question. Though the following considerations are concerned princi-
pally with D-N explanation, some of them are applicable to other types of
explanation as well. The adcquacy of the structural idendty thesis for the case

of statistical explanation will be exarnined in detail in section 3.5.

The first sub-thesis, as has already been noted, is an almost trivial truth in
the case of D-N explanation, since here the explanans logicallv implies the

explanandurn. But it is supported also by a more general principle, s'hich
applies to other types of explx1.rlon as well, and which exprcsses, I lr'ould
subrnit, a general condition of adequacy for any rationally acccptabli t'splattatiott

of a particular cuertt. That condition is the following: Anv rationallr- acccptable

answer to thc question ''Why did event X occur:' nrust oliir information

42. See Schcffier (1957), section 1 and (1963), Part I, sccrions .3 and -1; Scriven (1962), p.

177.

43. Cl Scheffier (1957), scction 1. For r nlore dctrilc'd studv of erplanation and pre-
diction in the light of the type-roken discinction, see Kinr (1962).
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which shows that X was to be expected-if not definitely, as in the case of
D-N explanation, then at least with reasonable probability. Thus, the expla-
natory information mllst provide good grounds for believing that X did in
fact occur; otherwise, that information would give us no adequate reason for
saying: "That explains it-that does show why X occurred." And an expla-
natory account that satisfies this condition constitutes, of course, a potential
prediction in the sense that it couid have served to predict the occurrence ofX
(deductively or with more or less high probability) if the information contained
in the explanans had been available at a suitable earlier time.

The condition of adequacy just stated can be extended, in an obvious
manner, to explanarions concerned, not with individual events, but with
empirical uniformities expressed by putative laws. Bnt such explanations can-

not well be spoken of as potential predictions since law-statements purport to
express timeless uniformities and thus make no reference to any particular time,
whether past, present, or future.aa

It wiil hardly be necessary to emphasize that it is not, of course, the purpose

of an explanation to provide grounds in support of the explanandum-statement;
for, as was noted in the first section of this essay, a request for an explanation
normally presupposes that the explanandum-statement is true. The point of the

preceding remarks is rather that an adequate explanation cannot help providing
information which, if properly established, also provides grounds in support
of the explanandum-statement. kr the terminology of section 1, we may say

that an adequate answer to an explanation-seeking why-question is always

also a potential answer to the corresponding epistemic why-question.
The converse, however, does not hold; the condition of adequacy is neces-

sary but not sufficient for an acceptable explanation. For example, certain
empirical findings may give excellent grounds for the belief that the orientation
of the earth's magnetic field shows diurnal and secular variations, without in
the least explaining why. Similarly, a set of experimental data may strongly
support the assumption that the electric resistence of metals increases with their
temperature or that a certain chemical inhibits the growth of cancer cells,

without providing any explanation for these presumptive empirical regularities.
The predictive inferences here involved are inductive rather than deductive;
but what bars them from the status of potendal explanations is not their in-
ductive character (in section 3, we will deal with inductive arguments that
afford perfectly good scientific explanations), but the fact that they invoke no
laws or theoretical principles, no explanatory statements that make a general

claim. Reliance on general connecting principles, while not indispensable for

44. This point is made, for example, by Scriven (1962), pp. 179ff.
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prediction, is required in any explanation: such principles alone can give to
whatever particular circumstances may be adduced the status of explanatory

ficrors for the event to be explained.

Some of the objections recently raised against the thesis of the structural

identity of explanation and prediction concern in effect the first of its two
sub-theses, which has now been presented in sorne detail: the clairn that any

adequate explanatory argument is also potentially predictive. I will consider

three objections to the effect that there are certain perfectly satisActory ex-

planations that do not constitute potential predictions.

Scriven has argued that the occllrrence of an event X is sometimes quite

adequately explained by means of a "proposition of the form 'The only cause

of X is A' . . . for example, 'The only cause of paresis is syphilis';" this pro-
position enables us to explain why a certain patient has paresis by pointing out

that he previousiy suffered from syphilis. And this explanation holds good,

according to Scriven, even though only quite a small Percentage of syphilitic

patients develop paresis, so that "we must, on the evidence [that a given Person
has syphilis] , still predict that [paresis] willnot occur."4S But if it does occur,

then the principle that the only cause of paresis is syphilis can "provide and

gllarantee our explanation" in terms of antecedent syphilitic inGction.a6 Thus

we have here a presumptive explanation which indeed is not adequate as a

potential prediction. But precisely because paresis is such a rare sequel of
syphilis, prior syphilidc infection surely cannot by i*elf provide an adequate

explanation for it. A condition that is nomically necessary for the occurrence

of an event does not, in general, explain it; or else we would be able to explain

a man's winning the first prize in the Irish sweepstakes by pointing out that

45. Scriven (1959a), p. 480, italics the author's.

46. Loc- rir. Barker has argued analogously that "it can be correct to speak oi explan-

ation in many cases rvhere specific predicrion is not possiblc. Thus,forinstance.ifthc'Frliertr
shows all the sytnptours of pneumonia, sickens and dies. I can then expl:in his derth-I
know what ki11ed hinr-but I could not have detiniteh' predict.-d in ;dvance thrt he s':s
going to die; for usually pneumonia fails to be terrl." (1961, p. 271.,. This f,rfunrcnt seems to

me open to questions similar to those just raiscd in reference tri Scriven's illu:trrtion. First

of all, it is not clcar just what would be clainred by the asscrtic-.n thrt pncuIn..Iri: killed the

patient. Surely the nere infomration that the patient had pnc'unronie docs not sufflce to

explain his dcath, prccisely because in most cases pneunronia is ntrt trt:l. And if the ex-

planans is takelt to state that the patient was snffering from lcrv sevcre pneuuronia (and

pcrhaps that he was clderly or weak) thcn it nral' lvcll provid.- .r brris at least for a prob-
abilistic explanation of the patient's death-but in this casc it obviously also pernrits pre-

diction of his death with the same probability. For some further observations on Barker's

argunrent, sce the conrtrrents by Feyerabend and by Rudner, and Barker's rejoinders, in
Feigl and Maxwell (19fi1), pp. 278-85. A detailed critical discussion that sheds further light
on Scriven's paresis example will be found in Griinbaum (1963) and (19634), clieptet 9; see

also Scriven's rejoinder (1963).
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he had previously bought a ticket, and that only a person who owns a ticket
can win the first prize.

A second argument which, like Scriven's, has considerable initial plausibility
has been advanced by ToulminaT by reference to "Darwin's theory, explaining
the origin of species by variation and natural selection. No scientist has ever
used this theory to foretell the coming-into-existence of creatures of a novel
species, still less verified his forecast. Yet many competent scientists have
accepted Darwin's theory as having great explanatory power." In examining
this argument, 1et rne distinguish what might be called the story of evolution
from the theory of the underlying mechanisms of mutation and natural selection.
The story of evoltition, as a hypothesis about the gradual development of
various types of organisms, and about the subsequent extinction of many of
these, has the character of a hypothetical historical narrative describing the
putative stages of the evolutionary process; it is the associated theory which
provides what explanatory insight we have into this process. The story of evo-
lution might te1l us, for example, that at a certain stage in the process dinosaurs
made their appearance and that, so much later, they died out. Such a narrative
account does not, of course, explain why the various kinds of dinosaurs with
their distinctive characteristics came into existence, nor does it explain why
they became extinct. Indeed even the associated theory of mutation and natural
selecdon does not answer the first of these quesrions, though it might be held
to shed sorne light on the latter. Yet, even to account for the extinction of the
dinosaurs, we need a vast arrav of additional hypotheses about their physical
and biological environment and about the species with which they had to
compete for survival. But if rve have hypotheses of this kind that are speci{ic
enough to provide, in combination rvith the theory of natural selection, at
least a probabilistic explanation for the extinction of the dinosaurs, then cleariy
the explanans adduced is also qualfied as a basis for a potential probabilistic
prediction. The undeniably great persuasiveness of Toulmin's argument would
seem to derive from two sources, a widespread tendency to regard the basically

descriptive story of evolution as explaining the various states of the process,

and a simiiarly widespread tendency to overestimate the extent to which even
the theory of mutation and natural selection can account for the details of
the evolutionary sequence.

I now turn to a third objection to the claim that an adequate explanation is

also a potential prediction. It is based on the observation that sometimes the
only ground we have for asserting some essential statement in the explanans lies

47. Toulmin (1961), pp. 24-25. Scriven (1959a) and Barker (1961) have offered argu-
ments in the same vdin. For a critical discussion ofScriven's version, see Griinbaum (1963) and
(1963a), chapter 9.
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in the knowledge that the explanandum event did in fact occur. In such cases,

the explanatory argument clearly could not have been used to predict that

event. Consider one of Scriven's examples.as Suppose that a man has killed his

wife whom he knew to have been unfaithful to him, and that his action is

explained as the result of intense jealousy. The fact that the man was jealous

might well have been ascertainable before the deed, but to exPlain the latter,

we need to know that hisjealousy was intense enough to drive him to murder;

and this we can know only afrer the deed has actually been committed. Here

then, the occurrence ofthe explanandum event Provides the only grounds we

have for asserting one important part of the explanans; the explanandum event

could not therefore have been predicted by means of the explanatory argument.

In another example,4e Scriven considers an explanation to the effect that the

collapse of a bridge was caused by metal fatigue. This account, he argues, might

be supported by pointing out that the failure could have been caused only by

an excessive load, by external damage, or by metal fatigue, and that the first

two factors were not present in the case at hand, whereas there is evidence of
metal fatigue . Ciuen the information that the bridge did in fact collapse, this would

establish not only that metal fatigue was at fault but that it was strong enough

to cause the failure. While Scriven's notion of "the only possible cause" of a

given event surely requires further elucidation, his example does afford another

illustration of an explanatory account one of whose constituent hypotheses

is supported only by the occurrence of the event to be explained-so that the

latter could not have been predicted by means of the explanatory argument.

However, the point thus illustrated does not affect at all the conditional

thesis that an adequate explanatory argument must be such that it could have

served to predict the explanandum event f the information included in the

explanans had been known and taken into account before the occurrence of
that event. 'What Scriven's cases show is that sometimes we do not know in-

dependently ofthe occurrence ofthe explanandum event that all the conditions

listed in the explanans are realized. However, this means only that in such

cases our conditional thesis is counterfactual, i.e., that its if-clause is not sadsfied,

but not that the thesis itself is false. Moreover, Scriven's argument does not

even show that in the kind of case he mentions it is logically or nomologically

impossible (impossible by reason of the laws of logic or the laws of nature) for

us to know the critical explanatory factor before, or independently of, the

occurrence of the explanandum-event; the impossibiliry appears to be rather a

practical and perhaps temporary one, refecting present linritations of knowledge

or technology.

48. Scriven (1959), pp.468-69.
49. Scriven (1962), pp.181-87.
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But while it thus leaves our thesis unaffected, Scriven's observation is of
methodological interest in its own right: it shows that sometimes an event is

explained by means of hypotheses for some of which the fact of its occurrence

affords the only available evidential suPPort. This may happen, as we saw,

when one of the explanatory hypotheses states that a certain relevant factor

was strong enough to bring about the event in question; but the observation

applies also to other cases. Thus the explanation, outlined in section 2.L, of
the rppe"rance and initial growth of the soap bubbles, includes in its explanans

the assumption that a soap fi1m had formed between the plate and the rims of
the tumblers; and practically the only evidence available in support of this

explanatory assumption is the fact that soap bubbles did emerge from under

the tumblers. Or consider the explanation of the characteristic dark lines in

the absorption spectrum of a particular star. The key assumption in the expla-

nans is that the star's atmosphere contains certain elements, such as hydrogen,

helium, and calcium, whose atoms absorb radiation of the wave lengths cor-

responding to the dark lines; the explanation relies, of course, on many other

assumptions, including the optical theory that forms the basis for sPectroscoPy,

and the assumption that the apparatus used is a properly constructed spectro-

scope. But while these latter explanarls statements are capable of independent

t.ri 
"od 

corroboration, ir may well be that the only evidence available in

support of the key explanatory hypothesis is the occurrence of the very lines

*hor. appearance in the spectrum the argument serves to explain. Strictly

speaking, the explanandum event here provides support for the key explanatory

hypothesis only by virtue of the background theory, which connects the pre-

,.r". of certain elements in the atmosphere of a star with the appearance of
corresponding absorption lines in its spectrum. Thus, the information that the

explanandum event has occurred does not by itself suPport the explanatory

hypothesis in question, but it constitutes, as we might say, an essential part of
the only evidence available in support of that hypothesis.

Explanations of the kind here considered may be schematically character-

ized as arguments of the form (D-N) in which the information or assumPtion

that E is true provides an indispensable part of the only available evidential

support for one of the explanans statements, say, Cr. Let us call such expla-

orit.rr self-euidencir.tg. It might be held that the actual occurrence of the expla-

nandum event always provides some slight additional suPport even for an

explanans whose constituent sentences have been accepted on the basis of
inJependent evidence, and that in this sense every D-N explanation with

true explanandum is in some measure self-evidencing; but we will apply this

appellation to an explanatory account only if, at the time of its presentation,

the occurrence of the explanandum event Provides the only evidence, or an
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indispensable part of the only evidence, available in support of some of the

explanans-statements.

An explanatory argument of the form (D-N) which is self-evidencing

is not for that reason circular or pointless. To be sure, if the same argument

were adduced in support of the assertion that the explanandum-event did
occur (or, that E is true), then it would be open to the charge of epistemic

circularity. If the argument is to achieve its objective then all the grounds it
adduces in support of E-i.e., Cr, Cr,..., C*i Lr,L2,..., L,-would have

to be established independently of E; and th-is condition is violated here since

the only ground we have for believing or asserting C, includes the assumption

that E is true. But when the same argument is used for explanatory purposes it
does not claim to establish that E is true; thatis presupposedby the question
'Why did the event described by E occur;'. Nor need a self-evidencing explan-

ation involve an explanatory circle. The information that the explanandum

event has occurred is not included in the explanans (so that the occurrence of
the event is not "explained by itself"); rather it serves, quite outside the ex-

planatory context, as evidence supporting one of the explanans statements.

Thus, an acceptable self-evidencing explanation benefits, as it were, by the

wisdom of hindsight derived from the information that the explanandum event

has occurred, but it does not misuse that information so as to produce a circular
explanation.

An explanation that is self-evidencing may for that reason rest on a poorly
supported explanans and may therefore have no strong claim to empirical

soundness. But even this is not inevitable. In the case of the absorption spectrum

of a star, for example, the previously accepted background information, in-
cluding the relevant theories, may indicate that the dark lines observed occur

only lf the specilied elements are present in the star's atmosphere; and then

the explanandum, in conjunction with the background information, lends

very strong support to the crucial explanatory hypothesis.

The notion of a self-evidencing explanation can, I thjd<, shed some further
light on the puzzleillustrated bythe explanationof paresis in termsof antecedent

syphilitic infection. Consider another illustrarion. Some cases of skin cancer

are attributed to intensive ultraviolet irradiation. But this 6ctor very often

does not lead to cancer, so that the information that a person has been ex-

posed to such radiadon does not permit the prediction of cancer. Is that infor-
mation alone nevertheless suficient to explain the development of skin cancer

when it does follow intensive irradiadon: No doubt, an explanation will often
be formulated so as to mention only the antecedent irradiation; but the under-

lying rationale surely must be more complex. Leaving aside the important
quantitative aspects of the problem, the crucial point in that rationale can, I
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sllggest, be schematically stated as follows: Some, though by no means all,
individuals have the disposition to develop skin cancer upon exposure to
strong ultraviolet irradiation; 1et us call these radiation-sensitive. Now, in the

case of explanation, we know that the given individual was exposed to strong
radiation (Cr) and did develop cancer of the skin in the affected area (E). But
jointly, these two pieces of information lend support to the assumption that

the individual is radiarion-sensitive (C)-an hypothesis that is not supported
in the case of prediction, where C, is available, but not E. And the two state-

ments C1 and C, (in combination with the general statement that sensitive

individuals will develop skin cancer when exposed to intensive radiation) do

provide an adequate explanans {or E. If the explanation is thus construed as

invoking C, in addition ro Cr, it is seen to be self-evidencing, but also to possess

an explanans which would provide an adequate basis for prediction if C, could
be known in advance. That is impossible, of course, as long as the only available

test for radiation-sensitivity consists in checking whether an individual does

develop skin cancer upon intensive irradiation. But, clearly, it is conceivable

that other, independent, tests of radiation-sensitivity might be found and then

C, might well be established independently of, and even prior to, the occurrence

of the event described by E.

In discussing the structural identity of explanation and prediction, I have

so far considered only the first of the two sub-theses distinguished earlier,

namely, the claim that every adequate explanation is also a potential prediction.
I have argued that the objections raised against this claim fall short of their
mark, and that the first sub-thesis is sound and can indeed serve as a necessary

condition of adequacy for any explicitly stated, rationaily acceptable expla-

nation.€> 
I turn now to the second sub-thesis, namely, that every adequate predictive

argument also affords a potential explanation. This claim is open to question

even in the case of certain predictive arguments that are of deductive-nomo-
logical character, as the following example illustrates. One of the early symp-

toms of measles is the appearance of small whitish spots, known as Koplik
spots, on the mucous linings of the cheeks. The statement, L, that the appea:-

ance of Koplik spots is always followed by the later manifestations of the

measles might therefore be-taken to be a law, and it might then be used as a

premise in D-N argulnents with a second premise of the form 'Patient i has

Koplik spots at time /', and with a conclusion stating that I subsequently shows

the later manifestations of the measles. An argument of this type is adequate

for predictive pllrposes, but its explanatory adequacy might be questioned.
'We would not want to say, for example, that I had developed high fever and

other symptoms of the measles because he had previously had Koplik spots.
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Yet this case-and others similar to it-does not constitllte a decisive objection

against the second sub-thesis. For the reluctance to regard the appearance of
Koplik spots as explanatory may well reflect dor"rbts as to whether, as a matter

of universal iaw, those spots are always followed by the later manifestations of
measles. Perhaps a local inoculation with a small amount of measles virus would
produce the spots without leading to a full-blown case of the measles. If this

were so, the appearance of the spots woLlld still afford a usrrally reliable basis

for predicting the occrlrrence of further synlptoms, since exceptional conditions

of the kind just mentioned would be extremely rare; but the generalization

that Koplik spots are always followed by later symptoms of the measles would
not express a 1aw and thus could not properly support a corresponding D-N
explanation.

The objection just considered concerns the explanatory potential of pre-
dictive arguments of the form (D-N). Br-rt the second sub-thesis, in its general

form, which is not lirnited to D-N predictions, has further been challenged,

particularly by Schefller and by Scriven,so on the ground that there are other
kinds of predictive argument that are adequate for scienti{ic prediction, yet not
for explanation. Specifically, as Schefler notes, a scientific prediction may be

based on a finite set of data which includes no laws and which would have no

explanatory force. For example, a finite set of data obtained in an extensive

test of the hypothesis that the electric resistance of metals increases with their
temperature may afford good support for that hypothesis and may thus provide
an acceptable basis for the prediction that in an as yet unexamined instance, a

rise in temperature in a metal conductor will be accoumpanied by an increase

in resistance. But if this event then actually occurs, the test data clearly do not
provide an explanation for it. Similarly, a list of the results obtained in a long
series of tossings of a given coin mav provide a good basis for predicring the

percentage of Heads and Tai-ls to be expected in the next 1(lt'xttossings of the

same coin; but again, thar list of data pror-ides no explanarion tbr the sr.rbsequent

results. Cases like these raise the question of s'hether there are not sound modes

of scientific prediction that proceed frorn particulars to particulars rvithout
benefit ofgeneral laws such as seerl to be required for any adequate explanation.
Now, the predictive arguments jrlst considered are not deductive but proba-
bilistic in character; and the role ofprobabilistic inference for explanation and

prediction will be considered more fully in section 3 of this essay. But in regard

to the second sub-thesis of the structural identity claim, let us note this much

here: the predictions in our illustrations proceed from an observed sample

of a population to another, as yet unobserved one; and on some current theories

50. See Scheffier (1957), p. 296 and (1963), p. 42; Scriven (1959a), p. 480.
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of probabilistic inGrence such arguments do not depend upon the assumption

of general empirical laws. According to Carnap's theory of inductive 1ogic,51

for example, such inferences are possible on purely logical grounds; the in-
formation about the given sample confers a definite logical probability upon
any proposed prediction concerning an as yet unobserved sample. On the
other hand, certain statistical theories of probabilistic inGrence eschew the

notion of purely logical probabilities and qualify predictions of the kind here

considered as sound only on the further assumption that the selection of indi-
vidual cases from the total population has the character ofa random experirnent

with certain general statistical characteristics. But that assumption, when
explicitly spelled or1t, has the fornr of a general larv of statistic-probabilistic
forrn; hence, the predicdons are effected bv means of covering laws after all.
And though these larvs do not have the strictly universal character of those

invoked in D-N explanations and predictions, they can serve in an explanatory

capacity as *,eli. Thus construed, even the predictions here under discussion

turn out to be (incompletely formulated) potentiai explanations.

The basic questions at issue between these different conceptions of prob-
abilistic inference are still the subject of debate and research, and this essay is

not the place to attempt a fuller appraisal of the opposing views. The second

sub-thesis of the structural identity claim for explanation and prediction will
therefore be regarded here as an open question.

3. STATISTICAL EXPLANATION

3.1 Laws oF STATISTICAT FoRM. 
'We now turn ollr attention to explanations

based on nomological statements of a kind we have not so far considered,

which have come to play an increasingly irnportant role in empirical science.

I will refer to them aslaws or theoretical principles of statistic-probabilisticform, or
as statistical laws, for short.

Most of our discussion will be concerned with the explanatory use of
statistical laws of a very simple kind; we will call themlaws of basic statisticalform.

These are statements to the effect that the statistical probability for an event of
kind F to be also of kind G is r, or that

p(G,F) : r

for short. Broadly speaking, this statement asserts that in the long run the

proportion of those instances of F which are also instances of G is approximately
r. (A fuller account will be given in section 3.3.)

For example, the statement that the rolling of a given slightly irregular die

51. Carnap (1950), section 110.
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(event of kind F) yields an ace (event of kind G) with a probability of .15, i.e.,

in about 15 per cent of all cases in the long run, has this basic statistical form.
And so does the law that the half-iiG of radon is 3.82 days, i.e., that the statistical

probability for a radon aton to disintegrate dr-rring any given period o{ 3.82

days is ll2,whiclt means, roughly, that of a sample of radon containing a large

nunrber of atorns, very close to one half of the atoms decay within 3.82 days.

Laws of basic statistical form may be regarded as less stringent counterparts

of laws that have the universal conditional form

(r)(Fx =Cx)
asserting that any instance of F is an instance of G, as for cxample: 'Any gas

expands when heated under constant pressure'. Indeed, the two kinds of law
share an important feature, which is symptomatic of their nomological char-

acter: both make general claims concerning a class of cases that might be said

to be potentially infinite. As we noted earlier, a statement which is logically
equivalent to a finite conjunction of singular sentences, and which in this sense

makes a claim concerning only a finite class of cases, does not qualify as a law
and lacks the explanatory force of a nornological statement. Lawlike sentences,

whether true or false, are not just conveniently telescoped summaries of finite
sets of data concerning particular instances.

For example, the law that gases expand when heated under constant Pressure
is not tantamollnt to the statement that in ali instances that have so far been

observed, or perhaps in all instances that have so far occurred, an increase in
the temperature of a gas under constant pressure has been accompanied by an

increase in volume. Rather it asserts that a growth in volume is associated with
the heating ofa gas under constant pressure rn any case, whether past, present, or
future, and whether actually observed or not. It even implies counterfactual

and subjunctive conditionals to the effect that if a given body of gas had been

heated or were to be heated under constant pressure, its volume would have

increased, or would increase, as well.
Similarly, the probabilistic laws of genetics or of radioactive decar- are

not tantamount to descriptive reports of the frequencies with rn'hich sonte kind
of phenomenon has been found to occur in a finite class of obsen-ed cases:

they assert certain peculiar, namely probabilistic, modes of connecrion betrveen

potentially infinite classes of occurrences. In a statistical 1as- of basic form, as

contradistinguished from a statistical description specifr-ing relatir-e frequencies

in some finite set, the "reference class" F is not assumed to be finite. lndeed,

we might say that a larv of the forn'p (G,F) : r'rc-fers not only to ali actual

instances of F, but, so to speak, to the class of all its porential instances. Suppose,

for example, that we are given a homogeneotts regular tetrahedron whose
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faces are marked 'I', 'II', 'III', 'IV'. 'We might then assert that the probabiliry
of obtaining a III, i.e., of the tetrahedron's coming to rest on that face upon

being tossed out of a dice box, is 7f 4. But, while this assertion says something
about the frequency with which a III is obtained as a result of rolling the

tetrahedron, it cannot be construed as simply specifying that frequency for the

class of all tosses which are, in 6ct, ever performed with the tetrahedron. For
we might well maintain our hypothesis even if we were informed that the

tetrahedron would actually be tossed only a few times throughout its existence,

and in this case, our probabiliry statement would surely not be meant to assert

that exactly, or even nearly, one-fourth of those tosses would yield the result III.
Moreover, our statement would be perfectly meaningfui and might, indeed,

be well supported (..g., by results obtained with similar tetrahedra or with
other homogeneous bodies in the form of regular solids) even if the given
tetrahedron happened to be destroyed without ever having been tosed at all.

What the probabiliry statement attributes to the tetrahedron is, therefore, not
the frequenry with which the result III is obtained in actual past or future
rollings, but a certain disposition, namely, the disposition to yield the result III
in about one out of four cases, in the long run. This disposition might be

characterized by means of a subjunctive conditional phrase: if the tetrahedron

were to be tossed a large number of times, it would yield the result III in about

one-fourth of the cases.l Implications in the form of counterfactual and sub-

jective conditionals are thus hallmarks of lawlike statements both of strictly
universal and of statistical form.

As for the distinction berween lawlike sentences of strictly universal form
and those of probabilistic or statistical form, it is sometimes thought that

statements asserting strictly universal connections, such as Galileo's law or
Newton's law of gravitation, rest, after all, only on a finite and thus inevitably
incomplete body of evidence; that, therefore, they may well have as yet

1. Carnap (1951-54, pp. 190-92) has argued in a similar vein that the statistical probability
ofrolling an ace with a given die is a physical characteristic, which he also calls "the proba-
bility state" of the die, and that the relative frequency with which rollings of the die yield
an ace is a symptom of that state, much as the expansion of the mercury column in a ther-
mometer is a symptom of its temperature state.

The dispositional construal I have outlined for the concept of statistical probability
appears to be in close accord also with the "propensity interpretation" advocated by Popper.

The latter "dif[ers from the purely statistical or frequency interpretation only in this-that
it considers the probability as a characteristic property of the experimental arrangernent

rather than as a property of a sequence"; the property in question is explicitly construed

x dispositional. (Popper 1957, pp. 67-68). See also the discussion of this paper in Kcirner
(1957), pp. 78-89, 1:assim. However, the currently available statements of the propensity

interpretation are all rather brief; a fuller presentation is to be given in a forthcoming book
by Popper.
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undetected exceptions; and that accordingly they, too, should be qualified

as only probabilistic. But this argument confounds the claim made by a given

statement with the evidence available in sr-rpport of it. On the latter score, all

empirical statenlents are only rnore or less well supported by the relevant

evidence at our disposal; or, in the parlance of some theorists, they have a
more or less high logical or inductive probability conferred upon them by that

evidence. But the distinction between lawlike statements of strictly universal

form and those of probabilistic form pertains, not to the evidential support of
the statements in question, but to the claims made by them: roughly speaking,

the former attribute (truly or falsely) a certain characteristic to all mernbers

of a certain class; the latter, to a specified proportion of its rnembers.

Even if all the supposedly universal laws of empirical science should even-

tually come to be regarded as reflections of underlying statistical uniformities-
an interpretation that the kinetic theory of rnatter gives to the classical laws

of thermodynamics, for example-even then the distinction between the two
types of law and the corresponding explanations is not wiped out: in fact,

it is presupposed in the very formr-rlation of the conjecture.

Nor is a statement of the universal conditional form

(x)(Fx: Gr)

logically equivalent to the corresponding statement of the basic statistical forrn

p(c,F):1.

for, as will be shown more fully in section 3.3, the latter asserts only that it is

practically certain that in a Targe number of instances of F, almost all are

instances of G; hence the probability statement may be true even if the cor-
responding statement of strictly universal form is false.

So far, we have dealt only with statistical laws of basic form. Let us now
say more generally that a statement has the form of a statistical law, or is of prob-
abilistic-statistical character, if it is formulated in terms of statistical proba-

bilities, i.e., if it contains (nonvacuously) the term 'statistical probabilin'' or
some notational equivalent, or a term-such as 'halGliG'-u,hich is deHned by
means of statistical probabilities.

Take, for example, the statement that when nvo coins are flipped simul-
taneously, the face shou,n bv one is independent of that shos'n bv the other.

This amounts to saying that the probabilin.for the second coin to show heads

when the first shorvs heads is the same as rvhen the first shos's tails; and vice

versa. Generally, assertions of statisrical independcnce have the form of statis-

tical laws, though thev are not of basic staristical form. Similarly, a statement

asserting a statistical dependence or "aftereffect" has the form of a statistical
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law; for example, the statement that in any given area rhe probability {or a day
to be cloudy when it follows a cloudy day is greater than when it follows a
noncloudy day. Still other laws of statistical form are formulated in terms of
mean values of certain variables, such as the mean kinetic energy and the mean
free path of the molecules in a gas; the notion of mean valuehere invoked is
defined by reference to statistical probabilities.

By a statistical explanation, let us now understand any explanation that
makes essential use of at least one law or theoretical principle of statistical form.
In the following subsections, we will examine the logical strllcure of such
explanations. lMe will find that there are two logicaily different types of sta-
tistical explanation. one of them amounts, basically, to the deductive sub-
sllmption of a narrower statistical uniformity under more comprehensive
ones: I will call it deductiue-statistical explanatior.t. The other involves the sub-
sumption, il a peculiar nondeductive sense, of a particular occurrence under
statistical iaws; for reasons to be given later, it will be called inductiue-statistical
explanation.

3.2 Droucrrvl-Srarrsrrcar ExpraNa.rroN. It is an instance of the so-called
gambler's {allacy to assume that when several successive tossings of a fair coin
have yielded heads, the nexr toss will more probably yield tails than heads. 

'why
this is not rhe case can be explained by means of two hypotheses that have the
form of statistical laws. The first is that the random experimenr of fipping
a fair coir, yields heads with a statistical probability of r12. The second hypotil.ri,
is that the outcomes of different tossings of the coin are statistically independent,
so that the probabiiity of any specified sequence of outcomes-such as heads
twice, then tai1s, then heads, then tails three times-equals the product of the
probabilities of the constituent single ourcomes. These two hypotheses in terms
of statistical probabilities tmply deductiuely that the probabliity for heads to
come up a{ter a long sequence of heads is still 1/2.

certain statistical explanations offered in science are of the same deductive
character, though often quite complex mathemarically. consider, for exarnple,
the hypothesis that for the atoms of every radioactive substan.. th... i, ,
characteristic probability of disintegrating during a given unit time internal,
and thar probability is independent of the age of the atom and of ail external
circumstances. This complex statistical hypothesis explains, by deductive
implication, various other statistical aspects of radioactive decay, among them,
the following: suppose that the decay of individual atoms of some radioactive
substance is recorded by means of the scindllations produced upon a sensitive
screen by the alpha particles emitted by the disintlgrating ,,o-r. Then the
time intervals separating successive scintillations *itt "i considerably in
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length, but intervals of different lengths will occur with different statistical

probabilities. Specifically, if the mean time interval between successive scintil-
lations is s seconds, then the probability for two successive scintillations to be

separated by more than ru's seconds is (Lfe)",where e is the base of the natural
logarithms.2

Expianations of the kind here illustrated will be called deductiue-statistical

explanations, or D-S explanations. They involve the deduction of a statenlent in
the form of a statistical law from an explanans that contains indispensably at

least one law or theoretical principle of statistical form. The deduction is

effected by means of the mathematical theory of statistical probability, which
makes it possible to calculate certain derivative probabilities (those referred to
in the explanandum) on the basis of other probabilities (specified in the expla-
nans) which have been empirically ascertained or hypothetically assr-rmed.
.What 

a D-S explanation accounts for is thus always a generai uniformity
expressed by a presumptive 1aw of statistical form.

Ultimately, however, statistical laws are meant to be applied to particular
occurrences and to establish explanatory and predictive connections among them.
In the next subsection, we will examine the statistical explanation of particular
events. Our discussion will be limited to the case where the explanatory
statistical laws are of basic form: this will sufiice to exhibit the basic 1o$ical

differences between the statistical and the deductive-nomological explanation
of individual occurrences.

3.3 INrucrrvE-Sratlsrrcar ExpreNarroN. As an explanation of why parient

John Jones recovered frorn a streptococcus infection, we might be told that

Jones had been given penicillin. But if we try to amplify this explanatory claim
by indicating a general connection between penicillin treatment and the sub-

siding of a streptococcus infection \\-e cannot jusdfiablv invoke a general larr-

to the effect that in all cases of such infecrion, adnrinistrarion of penicrlln s'ill
lead to recoverv. What can be asserred. and rvhar surell is taiien lbr granted
here, is only that penici,llin s-ill efGct a cure in a hish percentase of cases, or
with a high statistical probabihn-. This sratenrenr ha-. the eeneral character of
a law of statistical form, and rvhile the probabrlin' ralue is nor specified, the

statement indicates chat it is hieh. Bur irr c..nrrast ro rhe cases of deductive-
nomological and deductire-stadsrical explanaritrn. rhe explanans consisting

of this statistical law together s-ith rhe srarL'menr that rhe patient did receive

penicillin obviously does not inrplv the esplanandunl sratement, 'the patient

2. Cf Mises (1939), pp. 272-78, shere borh the c-mpiricrl findings and the explanatory
argument are presented. This book also contrins mans other illustrations of what is here

called deductive-statistical explanation.
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recovered', with deductive certainty, but only, as we might say, with high
likelihood, or near-certainty. Briefy, then, the explanation amcjunts to this
argument:
(3a) The particular case of illness ofJohnJones-let L1s call it7'-was an insrance
of severe streptococcal infection (Sj) which was treated with large doses of
penicillin lPj); and the statistical probabiliry p (R, S.P) of recovery in cases

where S and P are present is close to 1 ; hence, the case was practically certain
to end in recovery (,Ry').

This argument might invite the following schematization:

(3b)

p (R, S'P) is close to 1

SJ.PJ

(Therefore:) It is practically certain (very likely) that Ry'

In the literature on inductive inference, argllments thus based on statistical
hypotheses have often been construed as having this form or a similar one.
On this construal, the conclusion characteristically contains a modal qualifier
such as 'almost certilnTy', 'with high probability', 'very likely', etc. But the con-
ception of arguments having this character is untenable. For phrases of the
form 'it is practically certain that p' or'It is very likely that p', where the place
of 'p' is taken by some statement, are not complete self-contained sentences
that can be qualified as either true or false. The starement that takes the place
of 'p'-for example, '&-'-ir either true or false, quite independently of what-
ever relevant evidence may be available, but it can be qualified as more or less

likely, probable, certain, or the like only relatiue to soffie body of euidence. One
and the same statement, such as 'R7', will be certain, very likely, not very
likely, highly unlikely, and so forth, depending upon what evidence is consid-
ered. The phrase 'it is almost certain that -Ry'' taken by itself is therefore neither
true nor false; and it cannot be inferred from the premises specified in (3b) nor
from any other statements.

The confusion underlying the schematization (3b) might be further illu-
minated by considering its analogue for the case of deductive arguments. The
force of a deductive inference, such as that from'all F are G'and 'ais F' to
'a is G' , is sometimes indicated by saying that if the premises are true, then the
conclusion is necessarily true or is certain to be true-a phrasing that might
suggest the schematization

All F are G
aisF
(Therefore:) It is necessary (certain) that a is G.
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But clearly the given premises-which might be, for example, 'all men

are mortal' and 'socrates is a man'-do not establish the sentence 'a is G' ('Soc-

rates is mortal') as a necessary or certain turth. The certainty referred to in the

informal paraphrase of the argument is relational: the statement 'a is G' is

certain, or necessary, relatiue to the specified premises; i.e., their truth will guaran-

tee its truth-which means nothing more than that'a is G' is a logical conse-

quence of those premises.

Analogously, to present our statistical explanation in the manner of schema

(3b) is to misconsrrue the function of the words 'almost certain' or 'very likely'

as they occur in the formal wording of the explanation. Those words clearly

mllst be taken to indicate that on the evidence provided by the exPlanans, or

relative to that evidence, the explanandum is practically certain or very likely,

i.e., that
(3.) '&' ir practically certain (very likely) relative to the exPlanans

containing the sentences p (R, S'P) is close to 1' and'Si'Pi.3
The explanatory argument misrepresented by (3b) might therefore suitably

be schematized as follows:

p (R, S'P) is close to 1

(3d) s j.P j
[makes practically certain (very likely)]

Rj

In this schema, the double line separating the "premises" frotn the "con-

clusion" is to signify that the relation of the former to the latter is not that

of deductive implication but that of inductive suPPort, the strength of which

is indicated in square brackets.a's

3. Phrases such as'It is almost certain (very likely) thatj recovers" even when given

the relational construal here suggested, are ostensibly concerned with relations betrveen

propositions, such as those expressed by the sentences fonning the conclusion and the prem-

ises of an argument. For the purpose of the present discussion, however, involvement s'irh

propositions can be avoided by construing the phrases in question as expressing logical rela-

tions between corresponding sentences, e'g., the conclusion-sentence and the premise-

sentence of an argument. This construai, which underlies the forntulation of (3c), s'ill be

adopted in this essay, though for the sake ofconvenience we may occasionallv use a paraphrase.

4. In the familiar schematization of deductive arguments, s'ith a single line seplrating

the premises from the conclusion, no explicit distinction is made bets'een a $'eaker and

a srronger claim, either of which might be intended; namelv (i) that the prenrises logically

imply the conclusion and (ii) that, in addition, the premises are rrue. ln the case ofour prob-

abilistic argument, (3c) expresses a rveaker claim, analog< us to (i). \'hereas (3d) may be taken

to express a "profrered explanation" (the ternr is borrorved from Scheffier, (1957), section 1)

in which, in addition, the explanarorl'premises are-hos'erer tentatively-asserted as true'

5. The considerations here outlined concemins the use of terms like 'probably' and

'certainly' as modal qualifiers of individual statenlents seem to me to militate also against

(continued ouerleaf)
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Our schematrzation thus reflects explicitly the understanding that 'almosr
certain', 'very likely', 'practically impossible' and similar expressions often
used in the phrasing of probabilistic arguments, including explanations, do
not stand for properties possessed by certain propositions or rhe corresponding
sentences, but for relations that some sentences bear to others. According to
this understanding, the notion of the explanans of (3d) making the explanandum
almost certain or very likely is but a special case of the idea of a given statement
or set of statements-let us call it the grounds or the evidence e-conferring
more or less strong inducdve support or confirmation or credibility upon some
statement h. -fo clarify and systematically to elaborate the idea here sketchily
characterized is, ofcourse, the objective ofvarious theories ofinductive reason-

the notion of categorical probability statement that C. I. Lewis sets forth in the following
passage (italics the author's) :

Just as 'If D then (certably) P, and D is the fact,' leads to the categorical consequence,
'Therefore (certainly) P'; so too, 'IfD then probably P, and D is the fact', leads to
a categorical consequence expressed by 'It is probable that P'. And this conclusion is
not merely the statement over again of the probability relation between 'P' and'D';
an.y more than 'Therefore (certainly) P' is the statement over again of 'If D then
(certainl-v) P'. 'If the barometer is high, tomorrow will probably be fair; and the barometer
is high', categorically assures something expressed by 'Tomorrow will probably be
fair'. This probability is still relative to the grounds ofjudgment; but ifthese grounds
are actual, and contain all the available evidence which is pertinent, then it is not only
categorical but may fairly be called tfie probability ofthe event in question. (1946, p. 319).

This position seems to me to be open to just those objections suggested in the mein
text. If'P' is a statement, then the expressions 'certainly P' and 'probably P' as envisaged
in the quoted passage are not statements. If we ask how one would go about trying to as-

certain whether they were true, we realize that we are entirely at a loss unless and until
a reference set of statements or assumptions has been specified relative to which P may then
be found to be certain, or to be highly probable, or neither. The expressions in question,
then, are essentially incomplete; they are elliptic formulations of relational statements;

neither ofthem can be the conclusion ofan inference. However plausible Lewis's suggestion
rnay seem, there is no analogue in inductive logic to modus ponells, or the "ru1e of detach-
ment," of deductive logic, which, given the information that'D', and also'if D then P', are
true statements, authorizes us to detach the consequent 'P' in the conditional premise and
to assert it as a self-contained statement which rnust then be true as well.

At the end of the quoted passage, Lewis suggests the important idea that 'probably P'
might be taken to mean that the total relevant evidence available at the time confers high
probability upon P. But even this statement is relational in that it tacitly refers to some
unspecified time, and, beside's, his general notion of a categorical probability statement
as a conclusion of an argument is not made dependent on the assumption that the premises
of the argument include all the relevant evidence available.

It must be stressed, however, that elsewhere in his discussion, Lewis ernphasizes the
relativity of (logical) probability, and, thus, the very characteristic that rules out the con-
ception of categorical probability statements.

Similar objections app1y, I think, to Toulmin's construal ofprobabilistic argurnents; rf
Toulmin (1958) and the discussion in Hempei (1960), sections 1-3.
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ing. It is still a matter of debate to what extent clear criteria and a precise

thlo.y for the concept at issue can be developcd' Severai attemPts have been

made to formulate .igoro.r, logical theories for a concept of ;nductive supPort

that admits of numerical o, ,,.o.rrl.r*.rica1 gradations in strength: two out-

standing exarnples of such efforts are Keynes's theory of probab-ility and'

"rp..irfly, 
Cr.trp', impressive system of inductive logic'6 In the latter' the

d.g... to whicir, ,.r'r.r.., or hypothesis, fo is con{irmed by an evidence

sentence e is represented by a frrr.tlon c(/r,e), whose values lie in the interval

from 0 to 1 inllusiv., *i which satisfies all the basic principles of abstract

f.obability theory; c(h,e) is therefore also referred to as the logical or inductiue

probability of h on e. This concept of inductive probability as a quantitative

iogi.rl reiation between statemeits ,r*st be sharply distinguished from the

.o"r..p, of statistical probability as a quantitative empirical relation between

kinds or classes of erents. The t\'vo concePts have a col11mon formal structure'

however, in virtue of which both of them qtt^lify as probabilities: both are

delined, in their respective formal theories, in terms of nonnegative additive

set funcdons whose values range from 0 to 1. carnap's theory provides an

explicit definition of c(h,e) fo. th. case where the sentences h and e belong to

one or another of ...t# rehtively simple kinds of formalized language; the

extension of his approach to l,ogo'gt' whose logical aPparatus would be

adequate for the fot-ulrtiot of advanced scientific theories is as yet an oPen

problem.' 
B.rt, independently of the extent to which the relation of the explanandum

to the explair"r, .", be analyzed in terms of Carnap's quantitative concePt

of ind,"r.tive probability, probabilistic explanations mllst be viewed as inductive

in the broadi..s. h.re'"dlombrated. To iefer to the general notion of inductive

,.rppo., as capable of gradations, without commitment to any one particular

,hio.y of iniuctive r.rlpo., or confirmation, we will use the phrase'(degree

of) inductiue su1port of lr relatiue to e''7
' ' 

Explanatior* of pr.ti.ular facts or events by means of statistic-probabilistic

l"*, ,irr.r, present tliemselves as arguments that are indttctiue or probabilistic trr

the sense that the explanans .ood" uPon the explanandum 
"- Tot" or less

high degree of i,rdr.tirr. suPPort or o? logical (inducdve) probabiliry; they

r'.SeeKe}nes(1921):ofCarnap.snulrrerousrr.ritingsonthesubjecr..l.especirlly(1945),
(19s0), (1es2), (1e62).

7. Some recent attenlPts to give precise explications of this general notion have led to

conccptsthatdonotha..eallthetbrnraicharacteristicsofaprobabilitl.function.onesuch
construalispreserrtedinHelnrerandoppenheinr(19.+5)and,Iesstechrrically,in-Hempeland
oppenheinr(1945).Anotheristh..o,."p.ofdeqreeoffactualsuPPortproPoundedandtheo-
retically developed in Kemenv and Oppenheinr (1952)' For a suggestive distinction and

"orrtp".iro., 
of different concePts of evidence' see Rescher (1958)'
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will therefore be called inductiue-statistical explanations, or I-S explanations.

Explanations, such as (3d), in which the statistical laws invoked are of basic

form, will also be called .I-S explanations of basic form.
I will now try to show that the inductive construal here suggested for the

statistical explanation of particular facts is called for also by the empirical
interpretation that probabfisric laws have received in recent versions of the
theory of statistical probabiliry and its applications.

The mathematical theory of statistical probability is intended to provide
a theoretical account ofthe statistical aspects ofrepeatable processes ofa certain
kind, which are referred to as random processes or random experiments.

Roughly, a random experiment is a kind of process or event which can be

repeated indefinitely by man or by nature, and which yields in each case one

out of a certain finite or infinite set of "results" or "outcomes" in such a way
that while the outcomes vary from case to case in an irregular and unpredictable

manner, the relative frequencies with which the di-fferent outcomes occur

tend to become more or less constant as the number of performances increases.

The fipping of a coin, with heads and tails as the possible outcomes, is a familiar
example of a random experiment.

The theory of probability ofGrs a "mathematical model" of the general

mathematical properties and interrelations of the long-run frequencies associated

with the outcomes of random experiments.

In the model, each of the different "possible outcomes" assigned to a given
random experiment F is represented by a set G, which may be thought of as

the set of those performances of the experiment that yield the outcome in
question, while F may be viewed as the set of all performances of the random
experiment. The probabiliry of obtaining an outcome of a given kind G as a

result of performing an experiment of kind F is then represented as a measure,

pr(G), of the size of set G in relation to set F.

The postulates of the mathematical theory specify that pF is a nonnegative
additive set function whose maximum value is 1, i.e., for every possible out-
come G of F, po G) > 0; if Gr, Gz are mutua\ exclusive outcomes of d
then p, (Grv G) : p r \Gr) * p o (G r) ; and p p (F) : 1. These stipulations permit
the proof of the theorems of elementary probabfiry theory; to deal with
experiments that admit of infinitely many different outcomes, the requirement

of additivity is suitably extended to infinite sequences of mutua\ exclusive

outcome sets G1, Gr, Gr, . . . .

The resulting abstract theory is applied to empirical subject matter by means

of an interpretation that relates statements in terms of probabilities as set-

measures to statements about long-run relative frequencies associated with the

outcomes of random experiments. I will now state this interpretation in a
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forrnulation which is essentially that given by Cram6r.8 For convenience,

the notation'Po (G)' will henceforth be replaced by 'p1G,F)'.

(3e) Frequency interpretation of statistical probability. Let F be a given kind of
random experiment and G a possible result of it; then the statement that

p(C, F):/ means that in a long series of repetitions of F, it is practicalll' certain

that the relative frequency of the result G will be approximately equal to r.
Cram6r also states two corrollaries of this interpretation which refer to

those cases where r differs very little from 0 or from 1; they are of special

interest for our further discussion of probabilistic explanation. I will therefore

note them here, again following Cram6r's formulation in its essentials.s

(3e.1) If 1. - p(G,F) { e, where e is some very small positive number, then if
random experiment F is performed one single time, it is practicaily certain

that the result G will occur.

(3e.2) If p(G,F)(e, where e is some very srnall positive number, then if
random experiment F is performed one single time, it is practically certain

that result G will not occur.

As the frequency interpretation here fonnulated rnakes use of such vague

phrases as 'a long series', 'practically certain', 'approximately equal', and the

like, it clearly does not provide a precise definition of statistical probabilities

in terms of observable relative frequencies. But some vagueness appears to be

inevitable if the mathematical calculus of probability is to serve as a theoretical

representation of the mathematical relations among empirically ascertained

relative frequencies which remain only approximately constant when the

observed sample increases.lo

8. See Cram6r Q9aQ, pp. 148-49. Cramir's book includes a detailed discussion of the

foundations of statistical probability theory and its applications. Similar forrnulations of
the frequency interpretation have been given by earlier representatives of this rneasure-

theoretical conception of statistical probability; for example, by Kolmogoroff(1933, p. a).

9. For (3e.1), see Cramir (1946), p.150; for (3e.2), see Cram6r (1946), p. 149 and the
very similar formulation in Kolmogoroff (1,933), p. a.

10. In certain forms of the mathematical theory, the statistical probabiiin' ot : giten
outcone is explicitly defined, namely, as the limit of the relative frequencv of th:t cut:..=e
in an infinite series of performances of the pertinent random experiment. Ts c i::;r:::::
variants of this approach were developed by Mises, d. 0931), (1939) and bs Rei;:en'::cr.
cJ.0949). But infinite series ofperfonnances are not realizable or obserr':'!ie. ::l :h: Ii::it-
definition of statistical probability thus provides no criteria for the applic:n.-n c: :-: ;.-:ce;t
to observable empirical subject matter. In this respect the limit<onsr::1 ii::-':::::r' i:
an idealized theoretical concept, and criteria for its empirical appl::::.'r- '.r:l ::r: h;ve t.r
involve some vague terms of the kind resorted to in'3cl and r:: c.-:c--:::e:- ll r:ruc:hr,
a statement specifying the limit ofthe relative frequencl'ofthe rer:-: C :: :: ra::rite sequence

of performances of random experiment F has no d.'ductn'e ir;-:c:::.':: conceming the

frequency ofG in any finite set ofperfornances, hos cver ia:ie r: r::;r' ce- Tle rel;ri..n bers een

coxtirud ottltafl
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Of particular interest for an analysis of I-S explanation, however, is the

fact that the phrase 'it is practically certain that' occurs in the general statement
(3e) of the statistical interpretation and that its two special corollaries (3e.1)

and (3e.2) still contain that phrase, though they manage to avoid the vague

expressions 'a long series of repetitions' arrd 'approxirnately equal'. The function
of the words'it is practicall,v certain that' is clear: they indicate that the logical
connection between statistical probabilin' statements and the ernpirical fre-
qltency statements associated s'ith thenr is inductive rather than deductive.
This point can be rnade more erplicit bv restatinq (3e) as follows: The inform-
ation thatp(G,F) :r..td that S is a set oirr perforntatrccs of F, where rr is a large

number, confers near-certainn- high inducrir-e suprp,ort) upon the statement

that the number of those pertbrmances in S rvhosc outcorlle is G is approx-
imately rr 'r. The nr-o corollaries adnrit of an analogor-rs constnlal. Thus,
(3e.1) mav be restated as follorvs: The infornrarion that l-p(G,F) ( e (where e

is a small posirive number) and thar indiridual esent i is a performance of
random experimenr F (or that Fi, for short) lends stronq inductive support
to rhe statement that i yields outcome G, or thar Gi, for short. Or, in a slightly
different phrasing: 'Gi' is practically certain relative ro the r\vo sentences
'pG,F) is very close to t' and'Fi'. This last version has the sanre form as (3c) ;

thus, in giving an inductive construal to the expl:,natory inlport of probabilistic
laws in the manner illustrated by (3d), we are in basic accord with the ernpirical
interpretation given to probabilistic laws in the contemporary theory of sta-

tistical probability.ll
In our example, concerning recovery from a streptococcrls inGction, the

statistical law invoked did not specify a definite numerical value for the prob-
ability of effecting recovery by means of penicillin. Now we will consider

a sirnple case of I-S explanation in which the relevant probability statemenr is

qtrite specific. Let the experiment D (more exactly, an experiment of kind D)
consist in drawing, with subsequent replacement, a ball from an urn containing
999 white balls and one black, all of the same size and material. We might then
accept the statistical hypothesis that with respect to rhe ourconr.es "white ball"

11. However, the representatives of current statistical probability theory do not, in
general, take explicit notice of the inductive character of their statistical interpretation of
probability statements. Even less do they attempt to analyze the inductive concept of prac-

:rj::..r"r.:"trr, 
which clearly falls outside the mathernatical theory that is their principal

probability statements thus construed and the corresponding statements about relative fre-
quencies in finite runs must therefore again be viewed as inductive.

For a concise account of the limit conception of statistical probability and a Iucid dis-
cussion of some of its difiici:1ties, see Nagel (1939), especially sections 4 and7.
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and "black ba71," D is a random experimenr in which the probability of ob-
taining a white ballis p(W,D):.999. According to the statistical interpretation,
this is a hypothesis susceptible of test by reGrence to finite statistical samples,
but for our present purposes, we need not consider the grounds we might have
for accepting the hypothesis; for we are concerned only with its explanatory use.

Our rule (3e.1) suggests that the hypothesis might indeed be used to explain
probabilistically the resuits of certain individual drawings from the urn, i.e., the
results of certain performances of D. Suppose, for example, that a particular
drawing, /, produces a white ball. Since p(W,D) differs from 1 by less than,
say, .0011, which is quite a small amount, rule (3e.1) suggests the following
explanatory argument in analogy to (3d) :

1.-p(W,D)<.0011
Dd

[makes practically certain]

Again, the explanans here does not logically imply the explanandum; and
the argument does not show that, assuming the truth of the statements adduced
in the explanans, the explanandum phenomenon was to be expected "with
certainty." Rather, the argument may be said to show that on the information
provided by the explanans, the explanandum event was to be expected with
"practical" certainty, or with very high likelihood.

Carnap's conception of inductive logic suggesrs that the vague phrase
'makes practically certain', which appears berween brackets in (3f), might be
replaced by a more definite quanrirative one. This would call for an extension
of Carnap's theory to languages in which statistical probability statemenrs

can be formulated. While the logical apparatus of the languages covered by
Carnap's published work is not rich enough for this purpose,lz it seems clear
that in cases of the simple kind exemplified by (3f), the numerical value of the
logical probability should equal thatof the corresponding statistical probabiliry.
For example, the informarion that with statistical probability .999, a drawing
from the urn will produce a white balI, and that the particular event / is a
drawing from the urn, should confer a logical probabiliry of .999 upon the
"conclusion" that the ball producedby d is white. More generally, this rule
may be stated as follows:
(3.g) If e is the statement '(p(G,F):y1 ' F b', and h is'G &', then e (h, e):7.

This rule is in keeping with the conception, set fofth by Carnap, of logical
probability as a fair bettrng quotient for a bet on ft on the basis of e. It accords

12. According to a personal communication from Professor Carnap, his system has
by now been extended in that direction.

I,rd
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equally with Carnap's view that the logical probability on evidence e of the
hypothesis that a particular case & will have a specilied property M rnay be

regarded as an estimate, based ot e, of the relative frequency o{ M in any
class K of cases on which the evidence e does not report. Indeed, Carnap adds

that the logical probabiliry of 'Mb'on e may in certain cases be considered as

an estimate of thestatistical probability of M}}If, therefore, e acttalJy contains

the information that the statistical probability of M is r, then the estimate, on
e, of that statistical probabiliry, and thus of the logical probability of ' Mb' on- e,

should clearly be r as rvell.
And just as the rule (3e.1) provides the logical rationale for statistical ex-

planations such as (3f), so our rule (3g) provides the rationale for a similar kind
of probabilisric explanation, which invokes quantitatively definite statistical
laws and which mav be schematized as follows:

p(G,F) : r
(3h) F i

t'lGi

An explanaton- argument of this form would serve to accollnt for the fact
that a given individual case i exhibits the characteristic G by pointing out that
I is a case of F; rhat the staristical probability for an F to exhibit characteristic

G is r; and that, according to rule (3g), this expianatory information confers

the logical probability / upon the explanandum statement. I will refer to r
also as the probability associated with the explanation. Of course, an argument
of this kind will count as explanatory only if the number r is fairly close to 1.

But it seems impossible, without being arbitrary, to designate any particular
number, say .8, as the minimum value of the probability r permissible in an

explanation.
In our example, the probabilistic explanation of the drawing of a white

ball may now be put into the form (3h) as follows:

p\w,D) : .999

(3i) D d
[.eee]

Wd

Now, it is ofteh said that probabilistic laws can serve to account for statistical
aspects of large samples, but surely can explain nothing about an individual
case. Examples like the following might seem to bear out this contention.
The law that the flipping of a regular coin yields heads with the probability 1/2

13. Carnap (1950), pp. 168-75.
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clearly does not enable us to explain why a particular fipping produced heads;

whereas the same law (p1us the assumption that the results of different fliPpings

are statistically independent of each other) may be used to account for the fact

that the number of heads obtained in a particular series of 10,000 flippings fell

between 4,9000 and 5,100; for this olltcome has a probabihty exceeding .95.

But if we count this olrtcome as explained because of the high probability the

explanans confers uPon it, then clearly we must also grant explanatory status

to arguments such as (3i) whose explanans makes it highly probable that the

given outcome will occur if the relevant random experiment is performed

just once.

It is also sometimes thought that because probabilistic arguments are not

logically conclusive they cannot serve to explain; for even if the explanans is

true, it is stil1 possible that the explanandum phenomenon might not have

conre about;14 in the case of (3i), for example, drawing d might have produced

a black ball despite the high probability for a white one to be drawn. But this

objection to the idea of probabiJistic explanation rests on a too restrictive

conception of scientific explanation; for manyimportant explanatory accollnts

offered by empirical science make quite explicit use of statistical laws which, in
conjunction with the rest of the explanatory information adduced, make the

explanandum no more than highly probable.

For example, by rleans of Mendelian genetic principles it can be shown to

be highly probable that in a random sample taken from a population of pea

plants each of whose parent plants represents a cross of a pure white-flowered

and a pure red-flowered strain, approximately 75 per cent of the plants will
have red fowers and the rest, white ones. This argument, which may be used

for explanatory or for predictive purposes, is inductive-statistical; what it
explains or predicts are the approximate percentages of red- and rvhite-florvered

plants in the sample. The "premises" bv reference to rvhich the speci{ied

percentages are shown to be highl1' probable include (1) the Pertinent lau's of
genetics, some of which have statistical, others strictlv universal form; and

(2) information of the kind mentioned above about the genetic make-up of the

parent generation of the plants from which the sample is taken- The genetic

principles of strictly universal form include the larvs thar the colors ilr qr-restion

are tied to specific genes, that the red gene is dominant over the white one,

14. Thus Scriven (1959, p. a6l, says that "statistical statements are too weak-they
abandon the hold on the individual case. . . . An event can rattle around inside a network

of statistical 1aws." Dray (1963, p. 119), expresses a similar view. These observations are

quite correct if they are simply meant to say that statistical laws have no deductive impli-
cations concerning particular events, but they are misleading if they are used to suggest

that statistical laws can have no explanatory significance for particular occurrences.
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and various other general laws concerning the transmission, by genes, of the

colors in question-or, perhaps, of a broader set of gene-linked traits. Among
the statistical generalizations invoked is the hypothesis that the four possible

combinations of color-determining genes--W'W', WR, R.W, RR-are sta-

tistically equiprobablc in their occrlrrence in the offspring of two plants of the

hybrid generation.

Let us now exarnine sorles'hat ruore closelv an explanatory use of the Iaw

for radioactive decay of radon. s'hich states that this element has a half-life

o{3.82 days. This larv rnar-bc inr-oked tbr a statistical explanation of the fact

that within 7.64 dar-s. a Lrarticular sanrpL'consisritrq of 10 milligrams of radon

was reduced, bv radioacti\-e dr'ca\-. to a rc-sidual anrotlnt falling sornewhere

within the interr-al fronr ).-l ro 2.6 nrilligralus: it coul.l sinrilarly be used for
predicting a parricular oritcorne of tlus kind. Th.' gisr of thc explanatory and

predictive argunlents is this: The stater)lcrlt qir-ing thc halt-lifc of radon conveys

rwo starisrical lari-s, 1i) the statistical probabilirl-fcrr an atc,nr of raclon to undergo

radioactive decal' s'ithin a period of 3.82 dar-s is ll2, and r.ii) the decay of
different radon atoms consti.tutes statistically independent evcnts. One further

prenrise used is the statement that the number of atorns in 10 rnilligrams of
radon is enormously large (in excess of 101e). As mathematical probability

theory shows, the two laws in conjunction with this last statement imply'
deductively that the statistical probability is exceedingly high that the mass of
the radon atoms surviving after 7 .64 days will not deviate from 2.5 milligrams

by more than .1 milligrams, i.e., that it wiil fall within the specified interval.

More explicitly, the conseq!1ence deducible from the two statistical laws in
conjunction with the information on the large number of atoms involved is

another statistical law to this effect: The statistical probability is very high that

the random experiment F of letting 10 milligrams of radon decay {or 7.68

days will yield an olltcorre of kind G, nameiy a residual amount ofradon whose

mass falls within the interval fromZ.4 to 2.6 milligrams. Indeed, the probability
is so high that, according to the interpretation (9.2b), if the experiment F is
performed just one single time, it is "practically certain" that the outcome r,vill

be of kind G. In this sens.e, it is rational on the basis of the given inforrnation

to expect the outcorne C to occur as the result of a single performance of F.

Also in this sense, the information concerning the half-liG of radon and the

large number of atonrs involved in an cxperiment of kind F affords a statistical

explanation or prediction of the occurrcncc of G in a particular performance

of the experinrent.
By way of anothcr illustration, take the problcm of cxplaining certain

quantitative aspects of the Brownian movement displayed by small particles

suspended in a iiquid-a phenomcnon qualitatively explained as resulting from
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the irregular impacts, upon the suspended particles, of the surrounding mole-

ctiles in thermal agitation. From assumptions based on the probabilistic

principles of the kinetic theory of heat, Einstein derived a law to the effect that

the mean displacement of such particles is proportional to the square root of
the elapsed time.15 But the theoretical definition of the mean displacement is

formulated in terms of the statistical probabilities of the variotts possible

displacernents, and Einstein's law is therefore probabilistic in character. Hence

it does not logically irnply definite values for the average displacement ex-

hibited by {inite numbers of particles. But the law makes it highly probable,

in the sense discussed above, that the average displacements in finite samples

will be very nearly proportional to the square root of the elapsed time-and
this has indced been found to be the case. Thus, Einstein's law provides a

probabilistic explanation for observed aspects of Brownian nlovel1ient.

As is illustrated by these examples and by others that will be considered

soon, accorlnts in terrns of statistical laws or theories thtx play a very irnportant
role in science. Rather than deny thern explanatory status on the ground that

nonreali.zation of the explanandum is compatibie with the explauans, we have

to acknowledge that they constitr.rte explanations of a distinct logical character,

rcflecting, we might say, a different scuse of the word'becattse'. Mises expresses

this point ofview when, contemplating recent changes in the notion ofcausality,

he anticipates that "people w'ill gradually come to be satisfied by causal state-

nrents of this kind: It is because the die was loaded that the 'six' shows more

frequently (but we do not know what the next number will be) ; or: Because

the vacuum was heightened and the voltage increased, the radiation became

more intense (but we do not know the precise number of scintillations that

will occur in the next minute)."r6 This passage clearly refers to statistical ex-

planation in the sense herc under consideration; it sets forth what r:right be

called a statistical-probabilistic concept of "because," in contradistinction to

a strictly detenninistic one, which would correspond to deductive-nomological

explanation.
Our discussion of the statistical explanation of particular occurreirces has

so far been concerned to exhibit its inductive character. [n thc- next subsection,

rve rvill consider a further important characteristic s'hich sets I-S explanation

sharplv apart froln its deductive counterparts.

For details, and ior a iill account ofs.rnre.-xperimental tests ofthis fonnula, see Sved-

ber, 112), pp 89 1T. Thc basic idcrsoithc prob;bilistic explanationof somc other quanti-

tati\ 'ects of Brounian nlorenrcnt are lucidlv presented in Mises (1939), pp. 259-68.

16. Mises (1951), p. 188, italics the author's.
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3.4 Tur A.nanrcurrv oF rNDucrrvn-Srarrsucar ExpreNarroN AND rnr Rl-
euTREMENT or Maxruar Splcrrrcrrv.

3.4.1,. The Problen of Explanatory Atfiiguity. Consider once more the explanation
(3d) of recoveryin the particularcaseT ofJohnJones's illness. The statistical

law there invoked claims recovery' in response to penicillin only for a high
percentage of streptococcal infections, but not for all of them; and in fact,

certain streptococcr-1s strains are resistant to penicillin. Let us say that an

occurrence, e.g., a parricular case of illness, has the property S* (or belongs to
the class 5x) if it is an instance of infection with a penicillin-resistant strept-
ococclls strain. Then the probability of recovery among randomly chosen

instances of Sx rvhich are treated with penicillin will be quite small, i.e.,

p (R, S*'P) u'ill be close to 0 and the probability of non-recovery, p(F, Sx.l)
will be close to 1.But suppose nowthatJones's illness isin fact a streptococcal

infection of thc penicillin-resistant variety, and consider the following argument:

(3k)

p(R, S*'P) is close to 1

s*j .P j
Rj

[makes practically certain]

This "rival" argument has the same form as (3d), and on our assumptions,

its premises are trl1e, just like those of (3d). Yet its conclusion is the contra-

dictory of the conclLrsion of (3d).

Or suppose thatJones is an octogenarian with a weak heart, and that in this

group, S**, the probabiliry of recovery from a streptococcus infection in
response to penicillin treatment, p(R, S**'P) , is quite small. Then,there is the

following rival argument to (3d) , rvhich presents Jones's nonrecovery as

practically certain in the light of premises which are true:

(31)

p(R, S**'P) is close to 1

S*Y.P,r

Rj
[makes practically certain]

The peculiar logical phenomenon here illustrated will be called the am-

biguity of inductiue-statisticol explanatiort or, briefly, of statistical explanation. Tllrs
arnbiguity derives from the fact that a given individual event (e.g., Jones's
illnes$ will often be obtainable by random selection from any one of several
"reference classes" (such as S'P, S*'P, S**'P) , with respect to which the kind
of occurrence (e.g., R) instantiated by the given event has very different

statistical probabilities. Hence, for a proposed probabilistic explanation with
true explanans which confers near-certainty upon a particular event, there wili
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often exist a rival argument of the same probabilistic form and with equally
true prernises which confers near-certainty upon the nonoccurrence of the
same event. And any statistical explanation for the occurrence of an event
mllst seem srlspect if there is the possibility of a logically and empirically equally

sound probabilistic account for its nonoccurr6nce. This predicament has no

analogue in the case of deductiue explanation; for if the premises of a proposed

deductive explanation are true then so is its conclusion; and its contradictory,
being false, cannot be a logical consequence of a rival set of premises that are

equally true.

Here is another example of the ambiguity of I-S explanation: IJpon ex-

pressing surprise at finding the weather in Stanford warm and sunny on a date

as autumnal as November 27,I might be told, by way of explanation, that
this was rather to be expected because the probability of warm and sunny

weather (.W) on a November day in Stanford (N) is, say, .95. Schematically, this
account would take the following form, where 'n' stands for 'November 27' :

p (w,u) : .es

Nz
(3-) [.es]

Wn

But suppose it happens to be the case that the day before, November 26,

was cold and rainy, and that the probability for the immediate successors (S)

of cold and rainy days in Stanford to be warm and sunny is .2; then the

account (3m) has a rival in the following argument which, by reGrence to
equally true premises, presents it as fairly certain that November 27 is not
warm and sunny:

p(fr,s):.e
Sn

(3") t.E

In this forn.r, the problem of ambiguin concerns I-S arqumenrs rrhose

premises are in fact true, no matter rvhether rve are as'are of this or not. But,
as will norv be shos'n, the problem has a variant that concerns explanations

whose explanans statenlents, no matter s'herher in facr true or not, are asserted

or accepted bv ernpirical science at the rime rvhen the explanation is proffered

or contenrplated. This variant s'rll be called rlc probltm of the epistemic am-

biguity of statistical cxpldrtarior, since ir refers to s-hat is presr-rrned to be known
in science rather than to s-har, perhaps unknorvn to anyone, is in fact the case.

Let K, be the class of all starcments asserted or accepted by empirical science

at time r. This class then represents the total scientific inforniation, or "scien-

Wn
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tific knowledge" at time r. The word 'knowledge' is here used in the sense in
which we commonly speak of the scientific knowledge at a given time. It is
not meant to convey the claim that the elements of K, are true, and hence neither

that they are definitely known to be true. No such claim can justifiably be rnade

for any of the statements established by empirical science; and the basic standards

of scientific inquiry demand that an empirical statement, however well sup-

ported, be accepted and thris admitted to membership in K, only tentatively,

i.e., with the understanding that the privilege may be withdrawn if unfavorable

evidence shor-rld be discoverecl. The membership of K, therefore changes in the

course of time; for as a result of continuing research, new statements are ad-

mitted into that class; others may come to be discredited and dropped. Hence-

forth, the class of accepted statements will be referrcd to simply as K when

specific reference to the time in question is not required. 'We will assume that

K is logically consistent and that it is closed under logical implication, i.e., that

it contains ever\- staternent that is logcially implied by any of its subsets.

The cpistt'trtic arnbiqrritl, ,rf I-S explanatiort can now be characterized as

follou's: The total set K of accepted scientific statements contains different

subscts of stat.-rnents rvhich can be used as premises in argttments of the prob-
abilistic form just considered. and s-hich confer high probabilities on logically

conrradicrorr- "conclusions." Our earlicr examplcs (3k), (31) and (3m), (3n)

illustrate this poinr if s'e assttt.uc that thc preurises of those argumeirts all

belong to K rather than that thev are all true. If onc of tu-o such rival arguments

with premises in K is proposed as an explanation of an event considered, or

acknor.vledged, in science to have occurred, then the conclusion of the argument,

i.e., the explanandum statement, will accordingly belong to K as well. Anci

since K is consistent, the conclusion of the rival argument will not belong to K.
Nonetheless it is disquieting that we should be able to say: No matter whether

we are informed that the event in question (e.g., warm and sunny weather on

November 27 in Stanford) did occur or that it did not occur, we can produce

an explanation of the reported oLltcome in either case; and an explanation,

moreover, whose premises are scientifically established statements that confer

a high logical probability upon the reported outcome.

This epistemrc ambiguity, again, has no analogue for deductive explanation;

for since K is logically consistent, it cannot contain premise-sets that imply
logically contradictory conclusions.

Epistemic ambiguity also bedevils the predictive use of statistical arguments.

Here, it has the alarming aspect of presenting us with two rival arguments

whose premises are scientifically well established, but one of which characterizes

a contemplated future occrlrrence as Practically certain, whereas the other

characterizes it as practically irnpossible. 
-Which of such conflicting arguments,
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if any, are rationally to be relied on for explanation or for predictionr

3.4.2 The Requiretrrcnt of Maximal Specifcity and theEpistemic Relativity of Inductiue-

Statistical Explanatiort. Our illustrations of cxplanatory ambiguity suggest that
a decision on the acceptability of a proposed probabilistic explanation or pre-
diction wili havc to be made in the light of all the relevant information at our
disposal. This is indicated also by a general principle whose importance for
inductive reasoning has been acknowledged, if not always very explicitly, by
many writers, and which has recently been strongly ernphasized by Carnap,

who calls it the requirement of total euidence. Carnap formulates it as follows:
"in the application of inductive logic to a given knowledge situation, the total
evidence available must be taken as basis for detcrmining the degree of con-
firmation."l? Using only a part of the total evidence is permissible if the

balance of the cvidencc is irrclevant to the inductive "conclttsion," i.e., if on

the partial evidence alone, the conclr.rsion has the same confirmation, or logical
probability, as on the total evidence.r I

The requirement of total evidence is not a postulate nor a theorem of
inductive logic; it is not concerned with the forrnal validity of inductive argu-

lnents. Rather, as Carnap has stressed, it is a maxim for the application of in-
ductive logic; we might say that it states a necessary condition of rationality of
any such application in a given "knowledge situation," which we will think
of as represented by the set K of all statements accepted in the situation.

But in what nlanner should the basic idea of this requirement be brought
to bear upon probabilistic explanationr Surely we should not insist that the

explanans must contain all and only the ernpirical inforrnation available at the

time. Not all the available information, becar-rse otherwise all probabilistic

explanations acceptable at time r rvould have to have the same explanans, K,;
aird not only the available information, because a proffered espianation nrar'

17. Carnap (i950). p. 2i1.
The requirement is suggc-:rc-d. tcr er:nrple. in tl:e;"r::le irI:: Lcuis 19-ir,l quoted

in note 5 for this section. Srnrilrrlr' \\-illi:nr: lFr'rk! !-: "il.' I::.-:: :u;:j:ni.'rial e.i all rules

of probability 1ogic, tbat 'the' prLrL.rbiirtt oi anl- Fr!i;!-::::. :: :: lii ir.rblt,Ihn'in relation

to the known prerrrises and thenr onh." \\'iiii:r:::. irl-.i.-l .

I am greatly indebted to Professor Carnrp tir hl'in: pli::.'d !'irt !o n1e in 19.15, when
I first noticed the ambiguity of probabilistic arqurrlenr!. rh;r thi' las but one of several

apparent paradoxes of inductive logic that result frour di.r.-s:rd of the requiremcnt of total
evidence.

Barker (1957), pp.70-78, has given a lucid indepcndent presenration ofthe basic arnbiguity
of probabilistic argunlents, and a skeptical appraisal of rhc requirernent of total evidence
as a means of dealing with the problem. However, I u'i1Iprcsent1y suggest a way of remedying
the ambiguity ofprobabilistic explanation u'ith the help ofa rather severely modified version

of the requirement of total evidence. It will be called the requirement of maximal specificity,

arrd is rrot open to the sarne critici'm.
18. Cf. Carnap (1950), p. 21L and p. 494.
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meet the intent of the requirement in not overlooking any relevant information

available, and may nevertheless invoke some explanans statements which have

not as yet been suiliciently tested to be included in K,.

The extent to which the requirement of total evidence should be imposed

upon statistical explanations is suggested by considerations such as the following.
A proffered explanation of Jones's recovery based on the information that

Jones had a streptococcal infecrion and rvas treated with penicillin, and that the

statistical probabiliry for recovery in such cases is very high is unacceptable if
K includes the further information that Jones's streptococci were resistant to

penicillin, or that Jones rvas an octogenarian with a weak heart, and that in
these reference classes the probabiliry of recovery is smali. Indeed, one would
want an accepable explanation to be based on a statistical probability statement

pertaining to the narrowest reference class of which, according to our total

information, the particular occurrence under consideration is a member. Thus,

if K tells us not only that Jones had a streptococcus infection and was treated

with penicillin, but also that he was an octogenarian with a weak heart (and

if K provides no information more specific than that) then we would require

that an acceptable explanation ofJones's resPonse to the treatment be based on

a statistical law stating the probability of that response in the narrowest reference

class to which our total information assigns Jones's illness, i.e., the class of
streptococcal irifections suffered by octogenarians with weak hearts.le

Let me amplify this suggestion by reference to our earlier example con-

cerning the use of the law that the half-Life of radon is 3.82 days in accounting

for the fact that the residual amount of radon to which a sample of 10 milli-
grams was reduced in 7.64 days was within the range frorn 2.4 to 2.6 milli-
grams. According to present scientific knowledge, the rate of decay of a

radioactive element depends soiely upon its atomic structure as characterized

by its atomic number and its mass number, and it is thus unaffected by the age

of the sample and by such factors as temPerature, Pressure, magnetic and elec-

tric forces, and chernical interactions. Thus, by specifying the half-life of radon

as well as the initial mass of the sample and the time interval in question, the

explanans takes into account all the available information that is relevant to

19. This idea is closely related to one used by Reichenbach (cf. (1949), sectionT2) in an at-

tempt to show that it is possible to assign probabilities to individual events within the frame-

work ofa strictly statistical conception ofprobability. Reichenbach proposed that the proba-

bility ofa single event, such as the safe completion ofa particular scheduled flight ofa given

commercial p1ane, be cmstrued as the statistical probability which the kild of event con-

sidered (saG conpletion of a flight) possesses within the narrowest reference class to which

the given case (the specified flight of the given plane) belongs, and for which reliable sta-

tistical information is available (for example, the class of scheduled flights undertaken so far

by planes of the line to which the given plane belongs, and under weather conditions similar

to those prevailing at the tine of the flight in question).
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appraising the probability of the given outcome by means of statistical laws.

To state the point somewhat differently: Under the circumstances here assumed,

our total information K assigns the case under study first of all to the reference

class, say Fr, of cases where a i0 milligrarn sample of radon is allowed to decay
for7.68 days; and the half-liG law for radon assigns a very high probability,
within d, to the "or1tcome," say G, consisting in the fact thar the residual mass

of radon lies betrn een 2.4 and 2.6 milligrams. Suppose now that K also contains
information about the temperatllre of the given sarnple, the pressure and relative
humidity under which it is kept, the surrounding electric and magnetic con-
ditions, and so forth, so that K assigns the given case to a reference class much
narrower than F, , let us say, F7F zF z .. . {. Now the theory of radioactive decay,

which is equally included in K, tel1s us that the statistical probability of G within
this narrower class is the same as within G. For this reason, it sufiices in our
explanation to rely on the probability p(G,Fr.).

Let us note, however, that "knowledge situations" are conceivable in which
the same argument would not be an acceptable explanation. Suppose, for
example, that in the case of the radon sample under study, the amount re-
maining one hour before the end of the 7.68 day period happens to have been

measured and found to be 2.7 miliigrarns, and thus markedly in excess of 2.6
milligrarns-an occurrellce which, considering the decay law for radon, is

highly improbable, but not impossible. That {rnding, which then forms part of
the total evidence K, assigns the particular case at hand to a reference class, say

F*, within which, according to the decay law for radon, the outcome G is

highly improbable since it would require a quite unustial sprlrt in the decay
of the given sample to reduce the 2.7 milligrarns, within the one final hour of
the test, to an amount fallnrg between 2.4 and 2.6 milligrams. Hence, the
additional information here considered may not be disregarded, and an ex-
planation of the observed outcome will bc acceptable only if it takes accoun!
of the probability of G in the narrower reference class, i.e., p(G,fr.Fx). (The
theory of radioactive decay implies that this probability equais p(G.F*), so

that as a consequence the rnembership of the given case in F, need nor be ex-
plicitly taken into account.)

The requirement suggested by the preceding coruiderarions can norv be

stated more explicitlr'; u'e u'ill call ir rhe rcquirt'rrrt.rrr oi ttt,txima! spcctJtrity for
inductiue-statistical t'xplanatit,ri-.. Consider a proposed expiananon of the basic

statistical fornr

p(c,F) : r
Fl)

[,](3o)
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Let s be the conjunction of the premises, and, if Kis the set of all statements

accepted at the given time, 1et A be a sentence that is logically equivalent to
K (in the sense that ft is implied b,v K and in turn irnplies every scnterlce in K).
Then, to be rationally acceptable in the knorvledge situation represented by K
the proposed explanation (3o) must mcet the following condition (the

requirement of maximal specificitr): If -, ' I imp1ies2o that & belongs to a class

Fr, and that F, is a subclass of F, thcn -.'[ must also imply a statement specifying

the statistical probabilin' of G in F1, sav

P(C, F') : 7'

Here, r, must equal r unless the probability statement just cited is simply a

theorem of mathematical probability theory.
The qualifl ing unless-clause here appended is quite proper, and its onrission

wor-r1d result i.n undesirable conscquences. It is proper becatise tlr.eorerns of
pure rnathematical probability theory cannot provide an explanation of empiri-
cal subject matter. They may therefore be discounted when we inquire whether
s.& might not give us statistical laws specifying the probability of G in reference

classes narrower than F. And the omission of the clause would prove trouble-
some, for if (3o) is proffered as an explanation, then it is presumably acceptcd

as a fact that Gb; hence 'C&' belongs to K. Thus K assigns & to the narrower
class F.G, and concerning the probability of G in that class, s'k trivially implies
the statement thatp(G, F'G) : 1, whichis simply a conseqtlence oftfie measllre-

theoretical postlllates for statistical probability. Since s'& thus implies a more

specific probability statement for G than that invoked in (3o), the requirement

of rnaximal specificity would be violated by (3o)-and analogousiy by any

proffered statistical explanation of an event that we take to have occurred-
were it not for the unless-clause, which, in effect, disqualifies the notion
that the statement 'p(G,F'G): 1'affords a more appropriate law to account

for the presumed fact that Gb.

The requirement of maximal specificity, then, is here tentatively pr,rt forward
as characterizing the extent to which the requirement of totai evidence properly
applies to inductive-statistical explanations. The general idea thus suggested

comes to this: In formulating or appraising an I-S cxplanation, we should take

into account all that information provided by Kwhich is of potential explanatory

relevance to the explanandum event; i.e., all pertinent statistical laws, and such

20. Reference to s.L rather than to L is ca1led for because, as was noted earlier, we do not
construe the condition here under discussion as requiring that all the explanans statements

invoked be scientifically accepted at the time in question, and thus be included in the cor-
responding class K.
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particular facts as might be connected, by the statistical laws, with the expla-
nandum event.21

The requirement of maximal specificity disposes of the problem of epistemic

arnbiguity; for it is readily seen that of two rival statistical arguments with
high associated probabilities and with premises that all belong to K, at least

one violates the requirement of maximum speci{icity. Indeed, let

p (G,F) : r,
Fb

: [rr] and

Gb

p(c, rl : r,
Hb

- 

lrrf
eb

But
Hence

be thc arguments in question, with r, and r, close to 1. Then, since Kcontains
tlre premises of both argulnents, it assigns & to both F and H and hence to F'H.
Hence if both arguments satisfy the requirement of maximal specificity, K
must imply that

p(G,r'u): p(G,F): n
p(e, F.H) : p(e, H) -- ,,
p(G, F.H) * p(e , F.H) : 1

11 -lrr:l

and this is an arithmetic falsehood, since 1 andrrare both close to L; hence it
cannot be implied by the consistent class K.

Thus, for I-S explanations that meet the requirement of maximal speci,{icity

the problern of epistemic ambiguity no longer arises. 
'W.e 

are neuer in a position

to say: No matter whether this particular event did or did not occur, we can

produce an acceptable explanation of either outcome; and an explanation,

moreover, whose premises are scientifically accepted statements which confer

a high logical probability upon the given outcome.

21. By its reliance on this general idea, and specifically on the requirement of masimal
specificity, the method here suggested for eliminating the epistemic ambiguitv of st:tis-
tical explanation differs substantially from the way in which I attempted in an earlier study
(Henrpel, 7962, especiilly scction 10) to deal with the same problem. In that sruds, shich
did not distinguish explicitly betl /een the two types of erplanators ambisuitr character-
ized earlier in this section, I applied the requirement oftotal esidence to st:ristical explanations

in a manner rvhich presupposed that the explanans ofanv acceptable erplanation belongs to
the class K, and rvhich then d.ernanded that the probabilitv s'hich the explanans confers

upon the explanandum be equal to that s'hich the total evidence. L, iurparts to the explanan-

dum. The reasons rvhy this approach seems unsatistictors to me are suggested by the

argurnents set forth in the present secrion. Note in particular that, if strictly enforced, the

requirement of total evidence rvould preclude the possibilits of any significant statistical

explanation for events whose occurrence is regarded as an estabLished factin science; for any
sentence describing such an occurrence is logical.lv irnplied by K and thus trivially has the
logical probability 1 relative to K.
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'While 
the problem of epistemic ambiguity has thus been resolved, ambiguiry

in the first sense discussed in this section remains unaffected by our requirernent;
i.e., it remai.ns the case that for a given statistical argrlment with true prernises
and a high associated probability, there may exist a rival one with equally
true premises and with a high associated probability, whose conclusion con-
tradicts that of the first argument. And though the set K of staternents accepted

at any time never includes all statements that are in fact true (and no doubt
many that are false), it is perfectly possible that Kshould contain the premises
of two such conficting arguments; but as we have seen, at least one of the
latter will fail to be racionally acceptable because it violates the requirement
of maximal specificitr'.

The preceding considerations show that the coflcept of statistical explanatiorr

for partiaiar et,clls i-c essentially relatiue to a giuen knowledge situation as represented

by a class K of accepted statenrcttts.Indeed, the requirement of maximal specificity
makes explicit and unavoidable reference to such a class, and it thus serves to
characterize the concept of "I-S explanation relative to the knowledge
situation represented b)- K." 

.V/e 
u,ill refer to this characteristic as the epistenic

relativity of st,ttistical cxplanation.

It nright seem that thc concept of dcductive explanation possesses the same

kirld of relativirr', since rvhether a proposed D-N or D-S account is acceptable

will depend not onlv on rvherher it is deductir-elr. valid and makes essential

use of the proper type of general larv, but also on rvhether its premises are well
supported by the relevant evidence at hand. Quite so; and this condition of
empirical confirmation applies equally to statistical explanatiolts that are to be

acceptable in a given knorvledge situation. But the epistemic relativity that
the requirement of maximal specificity implies for I-S explanations is of quite
a different kind and has no analogue for D-N explanations. For the specificity
requirement is not concerned with the evidential support that the total evidence

Kaffords for the explanans statements: it does not demand that the latter be

included in K, nor even that K supply supporting evidence for them. It rather
concerns what may be called the concept of a p otential statistical explanation. For
it stipulates that no matter how much evidential sllpport there may be for
the explanans, a proposed I-S explanation is not acceptable if its potential
explanatory force with respect to the specified explanandum is vitiated by
statistical laws which are included in K but not in the explanans, and which
might permit the production of rival statistical arguments. As we have seen,

this danger never arises for deductive explanations. Hence, these arc not subject

to any such restrictive condition, and the notion of a potential deductive ex-
planation (as contradistinguished from a deductive explanation with well-
confirmed explanans) requires no relativization with respect to K.
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As a consequence, we can significantly speak of true D-N and D-S explana-
tions: they are those potential D-N and D-S explanations whose premises
(and hence also conclusions) are true-no matter whether this happens to be

known or believed, and thus no matter whether the premises are included in
K. But this idea has no significant analogue for I-S explanation since, as we
have seen, the concept ofpotential statistical explanation requires relativization
with respect to K.
3.4.3 Discrete State Systents and Explanatory Ambiguity. In a lucid and instructive
article, Rescherz2 has shown that physical systems of a particular kind, which he

calls discrete state systems, afford excellent illustrations of deductive and prob-
abilistic explanation and prediction, and that a closer examination of such

systems can shed a good deal of light on the logical structure, the scope, and

the interrelations of those procedures. I propose to show that a study of those
systems also confronts one with the problem of expianatory ambiguity and
supports the solution here suggested.

By a discrete state system, or a DS system for short, Rescher understands a

physical system which at any moment is in one of severalpossible states, Sr, 52,...,
each of whose occurrences occupies a finite, though perhaps very brief periocl
of time; for the purpose at hand, the number of possible states for a DS system
is taken to be {inite. The succession of states exhibited by a DS system is governed
by a set of laws, each of which may be deterministic or probabilistic (statistical).

A deterministic law has the form 'State S, is always immediately followed by
state Sr'; a probabilistic law has the form 'The statistical probability for (an

occurrence of) state S, to be immediately followed by (r" occurrence of) state

$ fo ,,;.' A DS system of this kind can be characterized by means of the matrix
of all the transition probabilities rr.

There are various physical examples of DS systems; among them Rescher
mentions an electronic digital computer; an atom of a radioactive element in
its successive states of decay; and-given a suitably schematized mode of des-

cription-a particle in Brownian motion. A ball rolling down a Galton Board23

is yet another DS system; its state at a given time being represenred by the
number of pins that separate it horizontally from the verrical center line of the
board.

A potential probabiiistic explanarion (of a momenran' state of a DS system)

is defined by Rescher as an argumenr rvhose conclusion is of the form 'the

state of the system in time-inrerv-al r is S,', or'sr(/) : Si' for short, and whose

premises consist of the laws governing the system and of a set of statements
specifying the states exhibited by the system during cerrain other time intervals,

22. Rescher (1963).

23. Fot a discussion of this process, see Mises (1939), pp. 87-a0.
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ty t2, . . . , t,, a77. of which are different from t.za The argument may be "proba-

bilistic, either in the strong sense. . . that sr(r) : S; is (conditionally) more likely
than not, or in the weak sense. . . that st(r) : S, is (conditionally) nore likely
than *(t) : {, for arry 1+i."2; Finally, "A potentially explanatory argument
becomes an (actual) explanatiotr. if its premises are actually or probably true."26

To see that probabilistic explanation thus construed again is plagued by
ambiguity, consider a DS system capable ofjust three states, Sr, Sr, Sr, with tran-
sition probabilities as specified in the follorving schema:

Thus, the probability of S, being immediarelr-follos-ed by S. is 0; by 52,

.99; by Ss, .01 ; and so forth.
Alternatively, DS systems can be characterized bv lvhat Rescher calls

transition-diagrams. In our case, the diagrarn takes rhe following form:

i ,,,
"'(.or)

, (1)

I

s3(1) -----lf

As is readily seen, the transition laws hcre indicated imply the following
two derivative laws:

(tJ The probability for the two-period successor of S, to be S. is .99 x 1:
.99.

(Lr) The probability for the immediate successor of S, to be again S, is 0.

Suppose now that in two particular successive time intervals /, and t21 oltt

24. Rescher does not require of a potential explanation-as he does of a potential pre-
diction, which is otherwise characterized in the same manner-that the time intervals fr, tr,
. . . , ,, must all precede f. As a result, every potential prediction is a potential explanation,

but not conversely. His reason for this construal will be exarnined in section 3.5.
25. Rescher (1963), p. 330, italics the author's- The concept of conditional likelihood

here invoked is not further clarified; but it evidently is meant to represent the likelihood which
the conclusion of the explanatory argument possesses relative to, or conditional upon, the
premises. In this case, likelihoods wouldhavethegeneralcharacterof logical probabilities; and
Rescher does seem to operate with them in accordance with the conception reflected by
our schema (3h), where the "iikelihood" in question is specified in square brackets next to
the double line separating the conclusion from the premises.

26. Rescher (1963), p. 329, italics the author's.
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system exhibits the states S, and S, respectively; i.e. that the following state-

ments are true:

(C,) s(,,) : S,

(Cr) sr(rr) : 5,

Then C, joindy with L, provides the premises for a probabilistic argument
which gives the "likelihood" .99 to the conclusion that in the time interval r,
immediately following /2, the system is in state Sr; i.e., that sr(rr) : Sg. But
C, jointly with l, analogously gives the likelihood 1 to the conclusion that
st(t,) + Sr. On our assumptions, the premises invoked in these conficting
arguments are true; hence the arguments constitute strong probabilistic ex-
planations, in Rescher's sense, of the occurrence and of the nonoccurrence of
S, during time interval /r; and both are actual explanations in Rescher's sense

since a1l the explanatory premises are true. Thus we have explanatory ambiguiry
in the first of our two senses. That ambiguity in the second, epistemic, sense

is present as well is clear when we consider that on our assumptions, all the
premises invoked may of course belong to the class K of statements that are

accepted at the time.27

To preclude this untenable consequence, Rescher's definitions of prob-
abilisdc explanation and prediction must be supplemented by a suitable addi-
tional requirement. In our example, the first of the two competing arguments

would clearly be rejected on the ground that it disregards some relevant in-
formation. But this is precisely the verdict of the requirement of maximal
specificity. For in our illustration, we may assume that the class K includes the

information conveyed by Cr, Cr, Lr, and Lr; but that K contains no more
specific information which would imply a probability assignment, on empirical
grounds, to the sentence 'sr(rr) : Sg'. The first of the two probabilisric argu-
ments violates the requirement of maximal speci,ficiry, since it takes into
accoLlnt only that the state of the system at /. is Sr, although K tells us further
that the occurrence of S, at r, is directly followed by an occurrence of Sr, and

that for an occurrence of S, that is followed by an occurrence of S, the prob-
ability of having S, as a two-period successor is 0. (For L, tells us quite generally
that the probability for an occurrence of Sr-no matter what its predecessor

may be-to be followed by an occurrence of Sa is 0.) Hence only the second

of the two rival arguments is acceptable under the requirement of maximal
specificity.

27. The same ambiguity would jeopardize the predictive use of these arguments:
though both based on accepted (and indeed, true) premises, they lead to contradictory pre-
dictions about the state of the system during fs.
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3.5 Pnrprcrrvs AspEcrs or Srarrsrrcer ExpreNerroN. Can it be maintained
that an inductive-statistical explanation of a particular event, much like a

deductive-nomological one, constitutes a potential pre&ction of that event?
If the statement describing the occurrence in question is included in the

class K of accepted statements, then the question of predicting the event clearly
cannot arise in the knowledge situation represented by K. Let us therefore
put our problem into this form: Suppose that an argument of the type (3o)

meets the requirement of maximum specificiry relative to K and that its

explanans is well confirmed by K; would it then be acceptable as a predictive
argument in the knowledge situation characterized by Kl The answer will
depend, of course, on the condidons we think a statistical argument has to satisfy

if it is to be rationally acceptable for predictive purposes in a given knowledge
situation. Let us briefy consider this question.

Rationaliry clearly demands that in forming expectations concerrdng future
occurrences we take into account all the relevant information available at the
time: this is the gist of the requirement of total evidence. But how is this

requirement to be construed more specificallyl If a general definition and

theory of logical, or inductive, probability is available, the condition comes to
this: the probability conferred upon the conclusion of the predictive argument
by the premises alone should equal the probabfity imparted to it by the total
evidence K; in that case, the balance of the total evidence is justifiably disre-
garded in the argument, for its addirion to the premises would not change the
probabiliry of the conclusion. At present, no definition and theory of inductive
probabiliry is available which is sufficiendy comprehensive to be applicable to
all the kinds of inductive argument that would have to be considered. If such

a definition should be constructed-for example, by generalizing Carnap's
approach-it might turn out that a statistical argument whose premises are

well supported by K and which does sarisfy the requirement of maximal
specificity, still does not strictly meet the requirement of total evidence in the

precise quantitative form under consideration. For example, let K consist of
the premises of (3o) and the further statement 'Hd', then, though intuitively
this latter statement is entirely irrelevant to the conclusion 'G6', it is conceivable
that the logical probability, in the sense here assumed, of 'Gb' relative to K
should differ from the logical probability r of 'Gb' relative to the premises of
(3o) alone. Or suppose that K consists of the statements 'p(G,F) : .9',
'p(G,H): .1' ,'q(G,F'H): .85' ,'Fb' ,'Hb'; thena statistical argumentwith the last

three of these statements as premises and 'Gb' as conclusion satisfies the re-
quirement of maximal specificity relative to K. Yet again, the logical proba-
bility of 'G&' relative to K might differ from the logical probability, .85, of
'Gb' relative to the set of the three premise-statements.
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In the absence of a suitable general definition oflogical probability, however,

it seems quite clear that the predictive argument just considered would indeed

by regarded as rationally acceptable in the knowledge situation represented by
K; the statistical law specifying the probability of G in F'H would count as

overriding the laws specifying the probability of G relative to F and to I{,
respectively. Similarly, an argument of the type (3o) whose premises are well
substantiated and which conforms to the requirement of maximum specificity

would surely be regarded as a rational way of forming expectations concerning

the event described by the conclusion. And in general, predictive arguments

in science which are based on probabilistic laws appear to be governed by the

requirement of maximum speci{icity and the requirement of adequate con-

firmation for the premises. To the extent thus indicated, then, an argument

that constitutes an acceptable statistical explanation relative to K also forms an

acceptable potential prediction relative to K.
Hanson2s has put forward an interesting view of the relation between

explanatory and predictive arguments in science, which gives me an occasion

as well as an opportunity to amplify the general position just outlined, and

to argue further in its support.
According to Hanson, the view that an adequate explanation also affords a

potential prediction conforms well to the character of the explanations and

predictions made possible by Newtonian classical mechanics, which is deter-

milistic in character; but it is quite inappropriate in reference to quantum

theory, which is fundamenta\ nondeterministic. More specifically, Hanson

holds that the laws of quantum theory do not permit the prediction of any

individual quantum phenomenon P, such as the emission of a beta-particle by
a radioactive substance, but that "P car- be completely explained ex post facto;

one can understand fully just what kind of event occurred, in terms of the

well-established laws of . . . quantum theory. . . .These laws give the meaning

of 'explaining single microevents'."2e
It is indeed the case that because of their purely statistical character, the

laws of radioactive decay permit the predicrion of events such as the emission

of beta-particles by disintegrating atoms only with probabiliry and not with
deductive-nomological definiteness for an individual occurrence. But for
exactly the same reason, those laws perrnit only a probabilistic explanation of
a particular emission P rather than a "complete" explanation "ex post {acto,"
as Hanson puts it. For if as the phrase "ex post facto" might seem to suggest,

the information that P has occurred were included in the explanans, the

28. Hanson (1959) and (1963), chapter 2.

29. Hanson (1959), p. 354, italics the author's; similarly in Hanson (1963), p.29.
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resulting account would be unilluminatingly circular: surely Hanson does not
mean that. And if the explanans contains only statements about antecedent
conditions, plus the statistical laws of radioactive decay, then it can show at
best that the occurrence of P was highly probable; but this affords only an
inductive-statistical explanation, which has the same logical form as the prob-
abilistic, i.e., inducdve-sratistical, prediction of P.so

In the context of his argument, Hanson puts forward another assertion,
namely: "Every prediction, if inferentially respectable, must possess a corres-
ponding postdiction."'. By " postdiction, Hanson means "simply the logical
reversal ofa prediction": a prediction proceeds "from initial conditions through
boundary conditions to a statement about some future event x," and a post-
diction consists "in inferring from a statement about some present event ff,
through the boundary conditions, back to already known initial conditions."Bz
But Hanson's thesis is incorrect, as is shown by the following counter-example.
Consider a discrete state system whose three possible states, Sr, Sr, Sr, are
linked by the foilowing laws: S, as well as S, is always followed by Sr; Sg

is followed, with a probability of .5, by S, and with the same probability by Sr.
The corresponding transition diagram is this:

E (1) -------, . (5)

-z'"'('s)Sr(1) - |

Then the information that in time-interval lu the system is in S, permits the
deductive-nomological, and thus clearly "inferentially respectable" prediction
that during fu, the system will be in Sr; but no corresponding postdiction is

possible from the latter information to the former.33
In conclusion, I wish to consider an argument put forward by Rescher as

to the relation between explanation and prediction. The gist of it can most

30. For corrrments in a similar vein, see Henson (1963) ; rl atso the critical response in Feyer-
abend (1964).

31. Hanson(1963),p.193,rlalsop.40.Hansongoesontosay:"ThisispartofHempel,s
thesis, and it is sound, necessarily" (I6id.). Actually, I have argued against this thesis, which is
true ofpredictions based on deterministic theories, but not true in general. See Hempel (1962),
pp. 11+15.

32. Hanson (1963), p. 193, italics the author's.
33. On this point, see also Griinbaum (1963), p- 76. Griinbaum,s article presenrs a de-

tailed discussion of the structural identity of explanation and prediction and examines a
variety ofobjections to this idea.
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simply be stated by particular reference to Rescher's studl' of discrete state

systems, which we considered in section 3.4. On Rescher's definirion, an

argllment explaining the state of such a systenl in tirne interval I mav refer, in
the explanans, to the states exhibited by the system at certain orher dmes,
which may be earlier or later tltan t; whereas an argurnent predicting the

state at r is required to refer only to preceding states. As a consequence ofthese
dcfinitional stipr-rlations, "it follows that whenever a prediction. . . is given,
so afortiori is an explanation," but not conversely. "For our defining condirions
for prediction. . . in effect add to the conditions for expianation. . . cerrain
added restrictions of a temporal character."34

In defensc of irnposing that additional requirement on prediction, Rescher

argues, in effcct, as follows: Suppose that the premises of a proposed argument
predicting the state of the system at / include a statement specifying the state

of that systen for some later time interval lr. Then, since the argumenc is

predictive, r is later than "the present," fr, and hence so is /r. Now there are

two possibilities. Either (i) the premise pertaining to rr can itself be inferred,
by means of laws, from past states of the system: then the given predictive
argument can evidently be replaced by one that infers the state at /, with the

help of laws, solely from past states, so that the restrictive requirement is met;
or (ii) the explanatory premise about l, cannot be inferred from statements
about past states: then "we do not actually have a proper prediction at all

-for we are basing our 'predictive' argument on a premise which cannot
be justified in terms of auailable information."ss

But as the reference to justificatory evidence indicates, this considerarion
has no bearing on the thesis that an explanatory argumenr is potentiallv also

a predictive one, i.e., that it could have been used to derive a predicdve senrence

concerning the state of the system at r if the statemenrs forming rhe explanans
had been forrnulated and used as premises before r. To be sure, rve rvould
normally ask for an explanation of a given state on-lr-afrer its occurrence, i.e.,

in our case, after /;36 and it is true, as the argumenr poilts out, rhar \\'e mav
then be able to srlpport the critical premise bv evidence rhac lvas nor available

before /. But thc empirical support for the premises has no beanng on the
structural relationships between explanatory and predicnve argumenrs; nor,
I think, do considerations based on it afford good groun& for imposing a

restrictive fonnal condition upon predictive inferences.

34. Rescher (1963), p.329.
35. Rescher (1963), p. 333, italics the author's.
36. Indeed, by parity of reasoning, Rescher would seem obliged to say that the argu-

ment considered in our example, one of whose premises refers to ,1, is not a proper ex-
planation either, ifit is presented before f, (though after r), for it then rests on a premise that
is not justified by available evidence.
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It should also be remembered that, as was noted in section 2.4, even the
most perfect cases of scientific prediction normally make use of some statements
about the future that are not inGrred by law from information about the past.
Thus, the prediction of the positions of the planets at a given time on the basis
of the requisite data concerning their locations and momenta a month earlier
requires an assumption concerning the boundary conditions during the inter-
vening time interval, normally to the effect that there will be no outside inter-
ference with the system. And though this is not inferred by law from other
particulars, the arguments presupposing those boundary conditions are not
regarded as therefore affording no proper predictions at all.

Finally, we might note with Schefler that we may sometimes reasonably
speak of explaining a future event, and that indeed, in some cases, one and the
same argument may be considered as predicting a certain event and explaining
it; as, for example, when the question 'why will the sun rise tomorrow?'
is answered by offering some appropriate astronomical information.Bz For
this reason, too, it seems inadvisable to impose different formal requirements
upon explanatory and predictive arguments.

3.6 Trn NoNcoN;uNcrrvENEss oF lNoucrrvr-SrATrsrrcal Expraxa,rrox.
Ind,cdve+taristical explanation differs from its deducdve counterparts in yer
another important respect. when a givenexplanans deductively accounts for each
of several explananda, then it also deductively accounts for their conjunction;
but the analogue for I-S explanation does not generally hold because 

"n 
er,pla-

nans that confers high probabiliry on each of several explananda -ry .onG, ,
very low probabiiiry on their conjunction. In this sense, then, I-s explanation,
in contrast to deductiye explanation, is non-conjunctiue.

consider, for example, the random experiment F of fipping a fair coin ten
times in succession. Each performance of this experiment will yield, as its
outcome, one of the 2ro:1024 different possible sequences of 10 individual
results each of which is either heads or tails. Let Or,Or,...,Onrn be the
different possible kinds of outcome thus characterized. Then, according to the
standard statistical hypothesis-ler us call it s-for this kind of experiment,
the probabfity of obtaining heads by flipping the coin is 112, and, ti..esults
of different flippings are sratistically independent of each other. It follows
therefore deductively that the statistical probability of obtaining outcome
Onas a result of performing F is p(Or,F): tl1}24, and the probability of
getting a resulr other than Oo is p(6o 4 : t-tl10}4 : 1,0nTrc24, for any
one of the different possible outcomes Q.

37. Schefier (1957), p. 300.
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Suppose now that a particular performance, f, of F has yielded Oruo as its

outcome: Ouoo (fl.This result can also be described by saying that.f didnot
yield any of the other possible outcomes:

o, (/). o,a... 6nm 10. dro, (f) ... .6,0,n (J)

Now, our statistical hypothesis S in conjunction with the information that

'/was a particular performance of F, i.e., that F(f), provides an I-S explanation

with high associated probability for (the facts described by) each of rhe 1,023

sentences here conjoined as follows:

p(6rF) : ro23l1oz4
F (f)

lto23l1024l
or(f)

The requirement of maximal specificity is satisfied by these accounts since

for such further information about the particular experiment / as may be

available to us under the circumstances, S may be taken to imply that it does

not afGct the probability of Or. But though S in combination with the infor-
mation that F(/) thus conGrs a high probability on each of the 1023 conjoined

statements just listed, it assigns the very low probability of t11024 to their
conjunction, which is tantamount to the statement 'Ouos (/)';
For we have

p (Oroo,F) : U1024
FU)

ul1,024)
oroo (J)

Thus, while S together with 'FffJ' provides an I-S explanarion rvith high
associated probability for (the facts described bv) anr- of the 1023 sentences

cited above, it does not do so for (the facts described br) their conjunction.s8

This nonconjunctiveness of I-S explanarion thus springs frorn the fact that

one and the same set of sentences ma)' confirm to a ver\- high degree each of
z alternative statements while conlirming rvirh similar strength the negation of
their conjunction. This fact, in turn, is rooted in the general multiplication
theorem for probabilities, which implies that the probability of the conjunction
of two items (i.e., characteristics or sentences, according as statistical or logical

probabilities are concerned) is, in general, less than the probability of either

item taken by itself. Hence, once the connection between explanans and ex-

planandum in the statistical explanation of particular phenomena is viewed as

38. For another illustration, I Hempel (1962), p.165.
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inductive, nonconjunctiveness presents itself as an inevitable aspect of it, and

thus as one of the fundamental characteristics that set I-S explanation apart

from its deductive counterparts.

4. THE CONCEPTS OF COVERING-LA'W EXPLANATION AS

EXPLICATORY MODELS

4.1 GsNsnar Cnanacrrn aNp INrrNr oF rHr Moorus. 'We 
have by now dis-

tinguished three basic t,vpes of scientific explanative: deductive-nomological,

inductive-statistical, and deductive-statistical. The first ofthese is often referred

to as the covering-larv model or the deductive mociel of explanation, but since

the other two types also involve reGrence to covering laws, and since one of
them is dedtrctive as rvell, we will call the first more specifically the deductiye-

nomological nodil; analoeously, we will speak of the others as the inductiue-

statistical and the deductiue statisiical modek of explanation.

As is made clear by our earlier discussions, these models are not rneant to de-

scribe how w-orking scientists actually formulate their explanatory accounts.

Their purpose is rather to indicate in reasonably precise terms the logical
structure and the rationale of various ways in which empirical science answers

explanation-seeking why-questions. The construction of our models therefore

involves some measure of abstraction and of logical schematization.

In these respects, our concepts of explanation resemble the concept, or
concepts, of mathematical proof (rvithin a given mathematical theory) as

consrrued in metamathematics. Let us note the principal points of resem-

blance.

In either case, the models seek to explicate the use and function of certain
"explicandum" ,.r-r-'proof'and its cognates in one case, 'explanation' and

its cognates in the other. However, the models are selective; they are not meant

to illumiu.ate all the different customary uses of the terms in question, but only
certain special ones. Thus, metamathematical proof theory is concerned only
with the notion of proof in mathematics. To put the theory forward is not to
deny that there are other contexts in which we speak of proofs and proving,
nor is it to assert that the metamathematical concepts are relevant to those

contexts.

Similarly, to put forward the covering-law models of scienti{ic explanation
is not to deny that there are other contexts in which we speak of explanation,
nor.is it to assert that the corresponding uses of the word 'explain' conform to
one or another of our models. Obviously, those models are not intended to
refect the various senses of 'explain' that are involved when we speak of
explaining the rules of a contest, explaining the rneaning of a cuneiform in-
scription or of a complex lcgal ciause or of a passage in a symbolist poem,


